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Abstract 
This thesis describes how the retrieval of aerosol extinction and backscatter 
coefficients is computed from data obtained with a Raman lidar at FOI, 
Swedish Defense Research Agency. The theory is described, the 
implementation is done and problems discovered along the way are discussed. 
The lidar use the 355 nm wavelength and the Raman shift in nitrogen at 387 
nm. 
 
The retrieved algorithm gives extinction coefficient between 1 500 and 10 000 
meters while the backscatter coefficient covers the span 800 to 15 000 meters. 
However there is skewness in the backscatter coefficient that needs to be 
further investigated. Tests indicate that the skewness comes from the way the 
measurements are done at FOI. 
 

Sammanfattning 
Detta examensarbete beskriver hur extinktionskoefficient och 
bakåtspridningskoefficient på grund av aerosoler beräknas från data erhållna 
med en Raman lidar hos FOI, Totalförsvarets Forskningsinstitut. Teorin 
beskrivs, implementeringen av algoritmer görs och problem som uppstått 
under vägen diskuteras. Lidarn använder en våglängd på 355 nm och 
Ramanskiftet i kväve vid 387 nm. 
 
Den framtagna algoritmen ger extinktionskoefficienten mellan 1 500 och 
10 000 meter medan bakåtspridningskoefficienten täcker spannet 800 till 
15 000 meter. Dock finns det en skevhet i bakåtspridningskoefficienten som 
behöver undersökas ytterligare. Indikatorer tyder på att skevheten härrör från 
sättet att mäta vid FOI.  
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1 Introduction 
Aerosols, small particles of size 0,01 – 10 µm1, in the atmosphere are 
considered to be one of the major uncertainties in climate forcing predictions2. 
Aerosols are also said to be as important to the global warming as the carbon 
dioxide increase. Therefore it is important to understand the processes where 
aerosols take part. A project called EARLINET was therefore launched in the 
beginning of year 2000 to measure and make a database over the aerosols on a 
continental scale. This thesis is a further part of this project and will focus on 
implementation of algorithms to extract aerosol information from 
measurements made in Linköping. 
 
One way to measure the amount of aerosols in the atmosphere is to use a lidar. 
The acronym LIDAR stands for LIght Detection And Ranging and will be 
described further in section 2.3.   

1.1 Thesis Overview 
This thesis will start with an introduction where the background, objectives, the 
method and some applications are presented. Theories related to this thesis will 
be presented in the second chapter where the theoretical foundation of the 
algorithm will be given. The algorithms will be presented in the third chapter. 
First on a higher level and then on a more detailed level that connects the 
program with the theory. In the fourth chapter the results, including tests and 
verifications of the algorithm and a discussion of the results will be found. In 
the fifth chapter the conclusions that can be drawn from this work are 
presented as a freestanding part which can be read alone. At the end, the 
appendix can be found with topics that were important to the work but did not 
fit in to the main part of the report. 

1.2 Background 
FOI, the Swedish Research Defense Agency, was one of the participants in the 
EARLINET project at an earlier stage. Now after an upgrade of the lidar 
measurement system FOI will participate again.3 The upgrade implies that new 
algorithms for finding the extinction and backscatter coefficients must be 
implemented. This master thesis will describe how this is done. 
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1.2.1 EARLINET 
The EARLINET is an acronym that stands for European Aerosol Research 
LIdar NETwork.4 The project is partly funded by the European Union with 11 
participating countries.4 The EARLINET is a network that in practice does 
aerosol measurements. The goal for EARLINET is to establish a database with 
the distribution of aerosols in both time and space over Europe for further 
research.5,6 More detailed goals are found in appendix 7.6.3. 

1.3 Objective 
The objective of this thesis is to use theories from journal papers to create an 
algorithm† and implement the algorithm in Matlab. This algorithm should 
retrieve the extinction and backscatter coefficients at the laser wavelength for 
aerosols in the atmosphere from the Raman lidar at FOI. 
 
The raw data should be read from the existing file format, and then the 
algorithm should be applied. After that the result should be stored in a specific 
file format specified by the EARLINET. The result should be extinction and 
backscatter coefficient profiles up to as high altitude as possible. This should 
also be presented as plots during the execution of the algorithm. 

1.3.1 Limitations 
Input data sets from the lidar to the algorithm are considered as given. This 
implies that the choice of what data sets to consider out of a measurement is 
assumed to be done in advance. FOI have procedures for this purpose. This 
limitation also implies that different setups with the hardware will not be tested 
in this thesis, which means that no experiments should be done. 
 
There is no prerequisite of how much data are to be processed. 
 
In the objective there is no exact specification on the accuracy of the extinction 
and backscatter coefficients. This limitation means that the work should be 
done as well as possible during the given time. 

                                                   
 
† Definition of algorithm: A finite set of well-defined instructions to accomplish a task.7 
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1.4 Method 
As the objective says the strategy was to read journal papers to find the 
appropriate theory and to understand the field of the combined elastic Raman 
algorithm. From this theory, the algorithms were described and divided into 
sub algorithms that could be constructed individually. And an overview of the 
program was made to visualize execution order and to identify data flows. 
 
Some of the theoretical algorithms described in the journal papers have not 
been implemented since they do not fit in our system, or they take too much 
time and research to implement. 
 
The intention of this thesis is that someone from the same university program 
who has the same data sets available should be able to replicate the work. 

1.5 Applications 
Lidar can be used to observe atmospheric trace gases, aerosols and clouds. 
There is a lack of knowledge about the distribution of these gases in the 
atmosphere and lidar measurements can contribute to increase the knowledge.7 
 
One of the global effects of clouds is to cool the planet by reflecting radiation 
back into space. The aerosols also cool the planet. The amount of cooling from 
aerosols is estimated to be of the size 1/30 of the cloud cooling effect.7  
 
Another important effect is that aerosols act like a seed in the cloud droplet 
forming process when clouds are formed. The cloud forming process would be 
much slower without aerosols.3  
 
The knowledge of aerosols is important for surveillance from air or satellite. To 
get better signals for all communication and observation through the 
troposphere, the knowledge of aerosols is important.9 
 
If the aerosol distribution in the atmosphere is known, the researchers believe 
that predictions of mist can be done.3 This means, that an airport can receive 
information of when mist is coming, and send out warnings in case no 
airplanes should land or take off. Also on the sea the knowledge of mist in 
advance can improve the daily life for transport companies and fishermen. 
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It can also be used as a detector in warning systems for bush fires, industrial 
smoke or smog since these to the most part consists of aerosols. 
 
Three dimensional measurements of wind velocity can be done by using lidar.10 
 
The dataset retrieved within EARLINET is the first dataset where it is possible 
to study the modifications of air masses along trajectories connecting two or 
more stations.5 This will give better understanding of weather phenomena’. 
Before the EARLINET the predictions of aerosols in the troposphere suffered 
of a serious lack of experimental data to validate the models with.5 The aerosols 
represent a strong poorly known modulator of Earth’s climate.7 More and 
more data are now gathered and the knowledge about aerosols increase. 
Understanding of the air processes will give better understanding of the effects 
of global warming, which is a big environmental issue. 
 
The military applications are yet to be introduced. There are several, of course. 
Hence there is a military use of knowing the aerosol concentrations. The 
biggest purpose the aerosol measurements can contribute to is to come closer 
to the questions in the global warming and how, or if, the humans have an 
effect of the climate change. Military applications will not be described here. 
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2 Theory 
This section presents the theory related to the retrieval of extinction and 
backscatter coefficients from lidar signals, in order to get a better 
understanding of the rest of the work. This section will also give a theoretical 
foundation, from which the algorithms can be constructed. 

2.1 Atmosphere 
The atmosphere is the gas envelope that surrounds the earth. It has properties 
that are much dependent of the height; therefore partitioning into different 
height layers feels natural. The layers are named as follows, starting from the 
ground of the earth; tropo-, strato-, meso-, iono-, thermo- and exo-sphere. 
Above each of these there are important limits which are named tropopause, 
stratopause and so on. 
 
In the atmosphere, from the ground up to approximately 86 kilometers, there 
is a mixture of gases according to Table 1 when the air is dry.9 These do vary 
with latitude and time of the year. 
 

GAS NOTATION VOLUME % 
Nitrogen N2 78,09 
Oxygen O2 20,94 
Argon Ar 0,93 
Carbon dioxide CO2 0,03 
Others  <0,01 

Table 1The content of dry atmosphere.9 

One definition of aerosols is the following: “dispersion of solid and liquid 
particles suspended in gas” and the size is in the span 0,01 to 10 µm.1 To get an 
idea of how aerosols look like, the hairspray that comes out of a hairspray 
bottle is a good example; others are car combustion and smog. Aerosols will 
also be referred to as particles. Molecules on the other hand consist of atoms 
bonded by chemical bonds. Examples are N2 and H2, which are a lot smaller 
than the aerosols. Nitrogen has a molecular size of about 0.43 nm.10 
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Aerosols in the atmosphere form layers similar to the clouds and the thickness 
of the layers varies with time. 
 
To determine the nitrogen density in the atmosphere the ideal gas law is used10 
together with the knowledge of the volume density of nitrogen in the 
atmosphere. The ideal gas law is used in the following way 

[ ]37809.0
)(

)(
7809.0)( −⋅=⋅= m

zTk
zp

V
Nn

zN
B

A  (1) 

where N(z) denotes the number of nitrogen molecules in the atmosphere per 
cubic meter, n is the number of moles, NA is Avogadro’s number, V  the 
volume, p the pressure, kB Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and z the 
height. For example at standard atmospheric conditions (p=1013 hPa and 
T=288 K) one gets 1.989·1025 nitrogen molecules per cubic meter. This value 
decreases with height since the pressure decreases faster than the temperature 
with the height. 

2.2 Light in the Atmosphere 
Under this headline a description of how light travels in the atmosphere will be 
presented from a lidar application perspective. 

2.2.1 Extinction Coefficient 
Light from a laser can travel through air that mostly consists of nitrogen and 
oxygen9. Some of the light that travels in the atmosphere will be attenuated 
according to absorption and scattering by molecules and particles. The 
attenuation of the incoming intensity P(z) can be described by 

)()( zP
dz

zdP
α−= 9, where α is the extinction coefficient. The coefficient gives 

the extinction of light per length unit. 
 
The extinction coefficient is dependent of both the wavelength λ of the light 
and the height z from the ground. It can be partitioned in the following way; 

mol aerα α α= + , where the subscript mol stands for molecule and the subscript 
aer stands for aerosols. 
 
The extinction coefficient from molecules can be calculated from the following 
equation if the temperature T(z) and pressure p(z) profiles is known.10 
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mair denotes the refractive index of air, γ the depolarization factor, λ the 
wavelength, Ns the molecular number density, T(z) the Temperature profile, 
p(z) the pressure profile, T0 standard temperature and p0 standard pressure. 
The values used are shown in appendix 7.2. 

2.2.2 Backscatter Coefficient 
The scattering occurs at several angles compared to the original direction of the 
light due to the size and form of the aerosols. This can be visualized by a phase 
function. In Figure 1 a sketch of a phase function is shown. The photons 
scattered with an angle of 180 degrees, i.e. to where the light came from, are 
called backscattered. The backscattered part is a narrow area around 180 
degrees. The amount of scattering varies typically with different angle and 
different particles; therefore there is no relation between extinction coefficients 
and backscatter coefficients that is consistent in the atmosphere. 
 

 
Figure 1 Phase function from Mie calculations of H20, made at FOI. 

The backscatter coefficient, β, is a formal way to describe the amount that 
scatters back in the direction the incoming light.  The backscatter coefficient 
can be divided, as the extinction coefficient, into backscatter from molecules 
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and from aerosols, molaer ´βββ += . The coefficient gives the backscatter per 
length unit and per solid angle (steradian). 
 
Nevertheless the relation between extinction and backscatter coefficients due 
to molecules can be expressed using the following equation.12  

3
8

),(
),( π

λβ
λα

=
z
z

mol

mol  (3) 

The quotient between extinction and backscatter coefficients from aerosols has 
the name lidar ratio and it varies with particle type, size, wavelength and height. 
Since the proportions of aerosol types in the atmosphere vary, the relation is 
unknown and varies between each measurement. 
 
Scattering can occur in several ways. The most interesting scattering types for 
this application is the elastic and Raman scattering.  

2.2.3 Elastic Scattering 
Elastic scattering is when the photons are absorbed by an atom or particle and 
rescattered by the same atom with the same wavelength. This means that no 
energy loss occurs and the atom goes back to the energy state it had before the 
photon was absorbed. This type of scattering is also called Rayleigh scattering 
after John William Strutt, 3rd Baron Rayleigh (also known as Lord Rayleigh), 
who was the first to describe this phenomenon adequately.13 

2.2.4 Raman Scattering 
Raman scattering is a similar process as elastic scattering. A photon is absorbed 
by an atom and gives all its energy to the atom. The atom excites to a higher 
energy state. When the scattering occurs the atom gives away energy by falling 
down to an energy state higher than the primary one. This means that the atom 
gained energy and the scattered photon has decreased in energy compared to 
the absorbed photon. The reverse thing can also occur but that is not of 
interest in this thesis.13 
 
Each atom has its own Raman scattering wavelengths. This makes it possible to 
detect N2 (nitrogen) in the atmosphere by sending light at a wavelength that N2 
absorbs, and then detect only the lower energy, the Raman wavelength. 
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2.3 LIDAR 
As mentioned before the acronym LIDAR stands for LIght Detection And 
Ranging. A parallel can be drawn to the more famous acronym RADAR which 
stands for RAdio Detection And Ranging. Both techniques are based on 
sending electromagnetic radiation and collecting the backscattered radiation to 
detect and measure the distance to the scatterer. The major difference is that 
they use different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Lidar uses laser 
frequencies whereas the radar is using radio frequencies.  Here, the principles 
of lidar and especially the lidar at FOI will be further explained. In Figure 2 the 
system setup at FOI is showed. 

 
Figure 2 System setup at FOI, picture from FOI. 

From the transmitting laser a short pulse is sent out. At the same time a timer 
is trigged to start. On the laser pulse way through the atmosphere part of its 
energy will be backscattered from particles and molecules. When the 
backscattered light comes back to the lidar, a detector measures the intensity; 
the higher intensity, the higher aerosol density. The elapsed time for the light to 
come back to the detector gives the distance the light has traveled. This 
distance divided by two gives the height of the scatterer. So what is measured 
from each laser pulse is an array of fast sampled intensity values.  
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2.3.1 Output from the Laser at FOI 
At FOI the laser is of the type Nd:YAG which works at its 3rd harmonic  at 
355 nm, which is outside the visible window of light (500 – 700 nm), in the 
ultra violet (UV) region. This means that there is a low risk for eye injuries 
since the eye lens are not transparent for this wavelength.1 Still it can damage 
the surface of the eye but this is not as sensitive as the retina. 
  
A laser pulse is transmitted every 0.1 s, which means that the transmitting 
frequency is 10 Hz. Each pulse has a duration of ~4 ns which corresponds to a 
pulse length of approximately 0.9 meters. The laser has a beam divergence less 
than 0.3 mrad and is pointed to zenith, which means straight up, and so is the 
detector. (0.3 mrad means that at a height of 10 000 m the width of the beam is 
3 meters.) 

2.3.2 Detection at FOI 
The detector has a field of view of 0.4 mrad or wider and each pulse is sampled 
with a sampling frequency of MHzfs 40= . This gives an altitude resolution of 
3.75 m if the assumption that no multiple scattering occur, is valid. Each pulse 
is sampled 8 000 times after being sent out, which means that data for the 
atmosphere up to a height of 30 km are gathered. The FOI lidar is placed at an 
altitude of 70 m above sea level which means that the data corresponds to 
altitude from 70 m up to 30 km above sea level. In Figure 2 you can see the wide 
telescope for the detection and retracing. 

 
Figure 3 Time line of laser pulses and the sampling. 

These 8 000 samples are stored in a memory in the transient recorder and 
written to a file after 600 pulses corresponding to one minute (one sample in 
the file is normally the accumulated sum during 10 pulses per second times 60 
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seconds). This means that if one of these samples in a file is a number xm and 
the sampling frequency is fs the measured arrival frequency, Nm, of the photons 
can be calculated as the equation below. 

600
sm

m
fxN =

 
(4) 

The detection is made at four channels via a photomultiplier tube. Two 
channels for the elastic scattering at 355 nm and two for the in nitrogen Raman 
shifted scattering at 387 nm14. In each case the detection are made via both 
photon counting and analogue signal. 

2.3.3 Photon Pileup Correction 
In the transient recorder that detects the signal from the photomultiplier tube, 
the maximum photon count rate is MHzf pc 250= . If photons arrive with a 
faster pace they will not be detected.15 This means that for a measured arrival 
rate, the real arrival rate is faster, and a correction is motivated. Another type of 
detector is a detector that gets paralyzed if photons arrive with a faster rate 
than the maximum specified. For the detector at FOI, a nonparalyzing system, 
the correction equation is given below.16, 17 
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Nr denotes the real arrival rate of the photons. If equation (4) and (5) are 
combined the relation between the measured number of photons detected and 
the real value of photons arrived is given by the following equation. 
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2.3.4 Overlap Function 
Since the detector has a wider field of view than 
the beam divergence of the laser, and they are 
placed side by side, it is necessary to take the 
overlap into account. Consider the visualization 
in Figure 4. This phenomenon is usually 
described with an overlap function in the 
literature. Since the overlap function is specific 
for each system and is unknown for FOI’s 
system it’s preferred to only use the signal 
where the overlap is total. 
 
If the calculation of the height is made with the 
previous mentioned values (beam divergence 
<0.3 mrad, detection >0.4 mrad and a distance 
of 17 cm in between) the lowest theoretical 
height for detection is 485 m and total overlap 
is at 3400 m. This description assumes that the 
laser and the detector are aligned parallel. At 
FOI the total overlap is assumed to be at 
approximately 800 meters.3 

2.3.5 The Lidar Equation 
The lidar equation express how much of the power sent out will be detected. 
Two versions of this equation are of interest in this thesis. First the one for 
elastic scattering and then the one for Raman scattering. 

⎟⎟
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These two equations will be referred to as the elastic lidar equation and the 
Raman lidar equation. In short the equations describe how light travels from 
the laser, attenuates different because of different extinction through the 
atmosphere, backscatters at a certain height, z, and then propagates down to 
the receiver. P is the received power at the detector, P0 the output power from 

Figure 4 Visualization of 
overlap. 
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the laser, C0 and CR the height independent constants, O the overlap function, 
λ0 the laser wavelength, λR the Raman wavelength, β the backscatter coefficient 
and α the extinction coefficient. 
 
The extinction coefficient in the atmosphere integrates in the exponent and in 
the case of elastic scattering; the light returns with the same wavelength and the 
integral is taken twice. This is since the light travels through the same piece of 
air with the same wavelength twice, up and down. In the other case, the light 
travels at a different wavelength down, hence extinction coefficients at two 
different wavelengths must be considered.  

2.3.6 Combined Elastic and Raman Method 
The combined elastic and Raman method makes it possible to derive both the 
extinction and the backscatter coefficients without making assumptions about 
the relation between them, as done before at FOI. This assumption is needed if 
only the elastic scattering is measured, since there are at least two unknowns, 
the backscatter and the extinction coefficients, in the elastic lidar equation. 
More about this can be read in Klett’s article.18 
 
This part will describe the combined elastic and Raman method. This method 
works as illustrated in Figure 5. First Raman scattering gives the extinction 
coefficient through the Raman lidar equation. Second this retrieved extinction 
coefficient together with Raman and elastic scattering gives the backscatter 
coefficient through the elastic lidar equation. 
 

Raman Lidar 
Equation

Raman
scattering

Elastic Lidar 
Equation BackscatterRaman and 

Elastic scattering

Extinction

 
Figure 5 Illustration of the combined elastic and Raman method. 

The result when solving the Raman lidar equation (8) for the aerosol extinction 
coefficient is the following expression.19 
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In equation (9), Ångström’s law has been used.19 This describes the extinction 
coefficients for different wavelengths and assumes that they can be expressed 
as ( , ) k

aer zα λ λ−∝ . k is assumed to be one for aerosols.19 By using this, it is 
possible to compute ( , )aer R zα λ  if 0( , )aer zα λ  is known. This is used further 
on, in the following way. 
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Also used in equation (9) is the assumption that the backscatter coefficient, β, 
only derives from nitrogen, since it is measured after the Raman shift, and that 
it is proportional to the density of nitrogen in the atmosphere, N. Please note 
that only parameters depending on the height shown in equation (8) will show 
up in equation (9), this is since a differentiation with respect to z are made to 
get ‘into’ the integral when solving for αaer.  
 
The first task is now solved, since the extinction coefficient from aerosols, at 
the laser wavelength can be computed by use of equation (9). Now to the 
backscatter coefficient, this can be solved for in two ways. The most 
straightforward way is to solve for the backscatter coefficient from aerosols in 
the elastic lidar equation, which gives the following.  
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This implies that the power of the laser, P0, the height independent parameters, 
C0, and the overlap function O need to be known. The other way is a bit of a 
trick and is a quotient of four equations. First the elastic lidar equation is 
normalized with its value at a specific reference height z0. Then the Raman lidar 
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equation is normalized with its value at the same reference height. Finally the 
normalized elastic and Raman equations are divided. As illustrated in the 
equation below. 
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This can be found in the literature14, 19, 20. The advantage with this procedure is 
that it makes the power of the laser, the height independent parameters and the 
overlap function to cancel out. It is assumed that the overlap function is the 
same for the Raman and elastic lidar equation. The aerosol backscatter 
coefficient at the laser wavelength is not solved for here, but the result is the 
following equation.14, 19, 20 
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To evaluate this equation, the reference height, z0, needs to be set. The 
reference height is normally set such that the backscatter coefficient from 
aerosols is much smaller than the backscatter coefficient from molecules. Then 
the following approximation can be used ( ) ≈+ ),(),( 0000 zz molaer λβλβ  

),( 00 zmol λβ≈  and the backscatter coefficient from aerosols at the reference 
height does not need to be known.  
 
Secondly equation (9) and (13) is used to calculate the extinction and backscatter 
coefficients from aerosols at the laser wavelength.  
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The input to equation (9) is the measured Raman data from the lidar, the 
nitrogen density in the atmosphere and extinction coefficient from molecules at 
both the Raman λR and the laser λ0 wavelength, all this with spatial resolution 
over the height. To solve equation (13) the measured elastic data from the lidar, 
and backscatter coefficient of molecules is also needed. All these are taken 
from atmospheric models or measurements. 

2.3.7 Data Processing 
In the literature studied, there is a gap in the data processing descriptions. The 
description of how to process the measured signal to the application of the 
Combined Elastic and Raman Method is missed or very briefly described. In 
the general case the measured signal is a vector with spatial resolution over 
height and time. This means, the equations (9) and (13) need to be applied for 
each height and time of interest. 
 
If there is noise in the measured signals and if there are repeated measurements 
taken over time, there are better ways to apply the equations than to just put in 
each value in a directly manner. Smoothing of data can be done in order to 
reduce noise in both the time and the height domain. 
 
The data can be averaged over time for each height. About the Raman shifted 
signal the literature says the following. If there are variations in time, the 
average of data is supposed to be applied on the raw data. Hence, if only a 
variation of the extinction exist, the logarithm in equation (9) should be taken 
before averaging. 20 
 
Vertical smoothing of data can be done with a sliding average after the time 
averaging has been done.20 
 
Another thing that is of greater importance is how the numerical differentiation 
in equation (9) is done. One of the most popular methods is to apply a least 
square fit of a straight line to several points of the data and then take the 
derivative of the line as the numerical differentiation. Another alternative is to 
apply a higher degree polynomial in the fitting process. A third alternative is to 
decide what degree the polynomial should have in each case. This can be done 
by a statistical chi square test of the error in each fit.16, 21, 23  
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3 Algorithm 
The implementation of the algorithm will be presented in this section. The 
algorithm will be divided into sub-algorithms to make the implementation 
easier. Each one of the sub-algorithms will also be connected to the theory. 

3.1 Overview 
The goal of the implementation is to construct an algorithm that derives the 
extinction and backscatter coefficients from aerosols. The first step is to get the 
measured lidar data stored in files, into Matlab. Second calculations can be 
done. Finally the extinction and backscatter coefficients should be saved in a 
file, with the by EARLINET specified format. At least the extinction and 
backscatter coefficients should be visualized. It should also be possible to use 
input data from EARLINET. 

3.1.1 Input 
The following parameters are the input to the algorithm. 
 
From measurements 

• Elastic scattered lidar data. 
• Raman scattered lidar data. 

 
Mostly from atmosphere models 

• Nitrogen concentration profile. 
• Molecular extinction coefficient profile at laser wavelength. 
• Molecular extinction coefficient profile at Raman wavelength. 
• Molecular backscatter coefficient profile. 
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3.1.2 Output 
The output of the program should be stored in a file with 

• Extinction coefficient caused by aerosols at laser wavelength. 
• Backscatter coefficient caused by aerosols at laser wavelength. 
• Altitude for the above given values. 

3.1.3 Data 
The data will be stored in the specific file format described in appendix 7.8 as 
specified by EARLINET. This format is called NetCDF and is developed to 
make information exchange easy. 
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3.2 Breakdown in Sub Parts 
The breakdown into sub parts is essential in all programming.  

3.2.1 Flow Chart 
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Figure 6 Flow chart of the chosen algorithm. 
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In Figure 6 a flow chart of the chosen algorithm is showed to illustrate the 
information flow through the algorithm. 

3.2.2 Functions 
The functions that the algorithm is divided in and what they do are the 
following: 
 

• get_atmosphere_model 
Returns the profiles of the chosen atmosphere model which means the 
nitrogen density, molecular backscatter coefficient, molecular extinction 
coefficient at the laser wavelength and molecular extinction coefficient at the 
Raman wavelength are the output. Through this function it is possible to chose 
different models or give real input data. 
 

• read_signals 
Read lidar files specified in the FOI format and gives as output the elastic and 
Raman signals. 
 

• filter_raman_signal 
• filter_elastic_signal 

Smoothens the data to reduce noise in both time and height. 
 

• get_aerosol_extinction 
Solves the elastic lidar equation to get the extinction coefficient at the laser 
wavelength. 
 

• get_aerosol_backscatter 
Solves the Raman lidar equation to get the backscatter coefficient at the laser 
wavelength. 
 

• save_to_NetCDF_file 
Saves the extinction and backscatter coefficient in a file with the NetCDF 
format, specified by EARLINET. 
 
To show how this is implemented an example from the code is presented in 
Figure 7. This is from the raman.m file which contains the main sequence of the 
program, as showed in the figure. Compare the implementation with the flow 
chart in Figure 6. 
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Figure 7 Example of the code; the main program in the file raman.m. 

As one can see, there is also a possibility to run the program without 
interaction. This is useful for processing of a lot of data. In that case the last 
used atmosphere model is used. 
 

%% MAIN program start 
if INFO.interaction_mode 
    [nitrogen_density, ... 
        molecular_backscatter, ... 
        molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ... 
        molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength] = get_atmosphere_model; 
     
    save('atmosphere_model.mat','nitrogen_density',... 
        'molecular_backscatter',... 
        'molecular_extinction_laserwavelength',... 
        'molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength') 
else 
    load atmosphere_model 
end 
  
if isempty(varargin) 
    [raman_signal, elastic_signal] = read_signals; 
else 
    [raman_signal, elastic_signal] = read_signals(files);  
end 
  
filtered_raman_signal = filter_raman_signal(... 
    raman_signal, molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ... 
    molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength); 
filtered_elastic_signal = filter_elastic_signal( elastic_signal ); 
  
aerosol_extinction = get_aerosol_extinction(... 
    filtered_raman_signal, nitrogen_density, ... 
    molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ... 
    molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength ); 
  
aerosol_backscatter = get_aerosol_backscatter(... 
    filtered_elastic_signal, filtered_raman_signal, ... 
    molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ... 
    molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength,... 
    aerosol_extinction, molecular_backscatter, nitrogen_density); 
  
save_to_NetCDF_file(aerosol_extinction, aerosol_backscatter ); 
 
%% MAIN program visualization ... 
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Two other functions have also been developed to make presentations and 
comparisons of data: 
 

• run_all_data 
This function has scripts for making time resolved graphical illustrations of 
extinction and backscatter coefficients. It also has scripts for processing of data 
from several measurements without interaction. 
 

• read_earlinet_signals 
Reads data from EARLINET, makes it possible to compare our algorithm with 
a mathematical model. 

3.3 Inside the Sub Parts 
The algorithm is divided into sub parts by the above depicted Matlab functions. 
The connection between the theory and each function will be described here. 
The name of each part is the same as the Matlab function to make an easy 
connection to the code. 

3.3.1 Get Atmosphere Model 
This function uses different models of the atmosphere to get the necessary 
atmosphere profiles as described in 3.1.1. 
 
The first way of getting the acquired profiles is to use a HIRLAM file (which is 
an atmosphere program provided by the Swedish Military to FOI) for the 
specific time. Other options are to use profiles from MODTRAN (another 
atmosphere program) where the models sub arctic summer / winter and US 
standard atmosphere can be chosen. The last two options; use the, by 
EARLINET provided, standard atmosphere and the normal atmosphere where 
one can give the ground pressure and temperature as input. The retrieval of 
extinction coefficient from molecules, temperature, and pressure profiles was 
earlier developed by Rolf Persson†. 
 

                                                   
 
† Rolf Persson, Scientist in Atmospheric Propagation, Division of Sensor Technology at FOI, 
Swedish Defense Research Agency. 
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The ideal gas law was used to compute the nitrogen density, for the backscatter 
coefficient equation (3) was used, and for the molecular extinction coefficient 
the equation (2) was used. The equations were applied once for each height of 
interest so that height profiles are retrieved. 

3.3.2 Read Signals 
As mentioned earlier this function reads the signals from the raw data files. 
There is one file for each minute measured. Each file has the four channels 
stored. The actual reading of each file has been developed by Rolf Persson 
before this thesis work. However the earlier developed function has been 
changed to fit this algorithm. The output from the reading is only the analogue 
elastic channel and the Raman photon counting channel. Usually, a 
measurement is half an hour long which means 30 files are to be read.  
 
Example of one of these files is given in Figure 8 where only one Raman photon 
counting channel is showed. The upper part of the figure does not have the 
same scale on the vertical axis, but the data is the same. This signal has a noisy 
character because it is a photon counting measurement but also since there is 
noise coming in from the atmosphere. Later, this signal should be 
differentiated as equation (9) describes, but first noise reduction is required. 
 
It is possible to avoid to manually choosing a specific file, by giving this 
function argument of the file/files or measurement/s. This can be seen in 
Figure 7, that two calls are made to the read_signals function, one with 
arguments and one without. 
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3.3.3 Filter Raman and Elastic Signal 
To reduce noise and data in the computations, the read data will be filtered and 
time averaged. This is done in similar ways for both the Raman and the elastic 
signal, but there are some differences. 
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Figure 8 Example of raw data from the Raman photon counting channel. On the upper diagram the whole 

signal is showed whereas the lower diagram has a different y-axis to show the characteristics of a photon counting 
signal with its discrete steps. 

 
First, there is a check made on the Raman signal. As one might see in Figure 8, 
there are many sample points at exact zero, which is a consequence of the few 
photons that arrive from large heights. One way to make a quick check of the 
darkness is therefore to count the numbers of zeroes in the signal. It turns out 
to work rather well. The rule used is that 1/20 of the measured points during 
one minute should be zero. Too bright measurements are removed form the 
dataset. Especially useful is this when measurements from dusk or dawn are 
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made, because the program automatically takes the too bright measurements 
away. 
 
For the elastic channel the background or dark current is first taken away, 
which is measured with blocked detector. Also, a calibration of the signal is 
made where the assumption that “at high altitudes there should be no signal” is 
used. This consists of taking the signal vector minus the mean of the values 
from sample 6 001 to 8 000. This corresponds to a height of 22.5 to 30 km 
from where there should be an extremely small response. 
 
The next step is to further reduce the noise by taking outliers away from the 
measurement. This is done by measurement of the distance from the data point 
to the mean.24 If that particular distance is greater than the specified number of 
standard deviations the data point is removed and not included in the mean 
over time taken after the outliers are removed. The allowed distance can be set, 
for example by setting the value of INFO.outlier_definition_in_std to 
three, about 0,3 % of the measured points are treated as outliers. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the mean of the measurements is also taken over time. 
The dataset is then reduced from a matrix of for example 30 minutes x 8 000 
samples to 1 x 8 000. This means the output from the program gives the mean 
over a 30 minutes period of air masses. 
 
The photon pileup correction is now applied for each element in the Raman 
vector as expressed by equation (6). 
 
The signal is then corrected for distance by multiplication with the square of 
the height. This is also the first step in applying the lidar equation. 
  
Now the last step in the filtering and noise reduction process which is applied 
to both signals, filtering over height. This is done by the function filtfilt in 
Matlab which applies a filter to a sliding window over the signal. The longer 
filter window that is chosen the more filtered the signal will be. 
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3.3.4 Get Aerosol Extinction 
First the logarithm of the nitrogen concentration is divided by the filtered 
Raman signal. At this point, the differentiation in equation (9) should be 
applied. 
 
But one of the big problems when trying to solve the Raman lidar equation 
with the measured data is that it has a differentiation of the measured Raman 
signal. Since the Raman signal is a photon counted signal of the type in Figure 8, 
the amount of filtering in the previous step is important. If filtering is made 
only in the time domain, the signal to differentiate looks as shown in Figure 9. It 
is the second part of equation (9) called F that is plotted in the figure below. 
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Figure 9 Signal to differentiate; second part of equation (9) called F. 

Numerical differentiation can be done in many ways. The most obvious is 
maybe to take the derivative between two samples at a time. The problem with 
this is that if the signal looks like Figure 9 the derivative will be too noisy. To 
suppress the noise another way is chosen here. The differentiation is made with 
a linear least square fit to several measurements points. The slope in the fitted 
data is taken as the derivative. There is also possible to choose between a first, 
a second, a third or a tenth degree polynomial with this least square fit and to 
use this derivative instead. 
 
After this, the last part of equation (9)  is applied, subtraction of the extinction 
coefficients from molecules and division with one plus the fraction of the 
wavelengths used. 
 
The calculation of the aerosol extinction coefficient profile at the laser 
wavelength is finished. 
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3.3.5 Get Aerosol Backscatter 
The aerosol backscatter coefficient is as described before, calculated by the use 
of equation (13). As mentioned in section 2.3.6 equation (11) requires knowledge 
of unknown parameters and is not used. The reference height should be 
chosen such that no aerosols are present, and the first value is calculated as the 
mean of a span of 200 values. Since the integration up and down from the first 
value all include this value, it should be as correct as possible even if a single 
value at that height is wrong. 
 
Since equation (13) for aerosol backscatter coefficient is a bit complicated, it is 
divided into three parts, that are reunited in the end. 
 
The numerical integration is made one step at a time so that the next value of 
the integral uses the previous lower values which makes the integration 
procedure much faster than to compute one integral for each height. The same 
procedure is applied downwards from the reference height. Note that the 
solving of equation (13) can be done for any height independently and it is only 
a programming technicality that it is done in this way. This way is more than a 
thousand times faster than starting at the lowest height and calculating the full 
integrals in each step. 
 
The three parts are put together and the aerosol backscatter coefficient at the 
laser wavelength is computed. 

3.3.6 Save to NetCDF File 
This function saves the data in the specified EARLINET format described in 
appendix 7.8. A lot of the information stored is given in the raman.m file in the 
struct variable INFO, such as name of the lidar station, detection wavelength, 
altitude and so on. 
 
Here the aerosol extinction and backscatter coefficients are stored together 
with a height vector. It is possible to choose a place to store the file if the 
INFO.interaction_mode is set to 1, otherwise the function will save the file 
in the default path given by INFO.default_data_output_path. 
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3.4 Constants chosen 
Natural decisions to make about the algorithm are the size of a few parameters. 
These parameters are changeable so that in the future they can be easily 
changed in case of new conditions or new knowledge. All these constants are 
collected in the raman.m file. 
 
The constants to be set are 

• the length of the sliding mean at lower and upper troposphere and 
where the limit between them should be. 

• the length of the least square fit for differentiation approximation. 
• what degree of the polynomial when applying the least square fit: 

implemented are first, second, third and tenth degree polynomials. 
• how to define outliers; given in standard deviations from mean value. 
• at which height the aerosol backscatter coefficient can be assumed to 

be zero when retrieving the aerosol backscatter coefficient. 
• if it is daylight saving time or not. This is used for universal time 

conversion. 

3.5 Needed for the Program to Work 
Here a description will follow of how to get the program running in Matlab 7 
or later. 
 
Also needed are the NetCDF-toolbox and the mexnc-toolbox. These should be 
installed and the search path should be set to include them. These are needed 
for the saving in NetCDF-file. These are included in the program package. It is 
also possible to not save any file and then there is no need for these toolboxes. 
In this case, comment out the save_to_NetCDF_file(…) row in raman.m. 
 
Matlab requires reaching all the files in the program so either the active 
directory should be changed to where they are or the path need to be set to 
there. 
 
In the beginning of the raman.m file the default settings such as the default 
path, for saving files, and more can be changed. 
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4 Results and discussion 
Under this section the test results will be presented and discussed. Comparison 
to the objective in a quantitative way is impossible since the objective is very 
wide and no limits are set. Therefore the discussion will have a more qualitative 
approach. Of course the interpretation of the objectives is that the extinction 
and backscatter coefficients should be as good as possible. Also a critical 
discussion about the errors and weaknesses in the results will follow here. 

4.1 Collecting Theory 
The collection of theory that consisted of reading papers in the area went well. 
There are many papers written about aerosol detection with the use of lidar. 
Most of the papers contain information about the lidar equation and areas 
close to this. Many things are discussed in the papers, especially the equations 
presented in the theory chapter here. However these do not tell how the actual 
techniques for handling the measured data are implemented in their systems or 
which profiles for the atmosphere being used. This makes it necessary to 
introduce data handling procedures and atmosphere models that do affect the 
results, without having papers to refer to.  
 
Another bothering thing with the theoretical aspect of this work is that there is 
no good literature that describes the full algorithm chain. Many papers have a 
brief description in words that is not easy to implement. The most covering 
work was a book Lidar – Range-Resolved Optical Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere 
compiled by Claus Weitkamp, but even this book, is a work consisting of 
chapters written by different authors with a very weak connection in between. 
 
Most of the papers used were found in Applied Optics, a journal published by 
the Optical Society of America. 
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4.2 Extinction Coefficient 
After application of the algorithm to the Raman signal the extinction 
coefficient is retrieved. Here two examples will follow from measurements 
made at FOI. 
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Figure 10 Extinction coefficient due to aerosols 2006-05-09. 

In Figure 10 the extinction coefficient from aerosols is presented as an altitude 
resolved graph. On the y-axis is the altitude and on the x-axis is the extinction 
per meter. The extinction coefficient has a large peak at lower altitudes and is 
almost zero at altitudes over 3 500 meters. The uncertainty in the extinction 
coefficient increase with altitude as one can see in the graph. In this calculation 
the data are filtered with three levels of filtering. The limits for the lower, 
middle and upper filters are set to 4 000 respective 10 000 meters. Still it is 
possible to see in the figure that the extinction coefficient have a more noisy 
character at higher altitudes. 
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What also can be seen in Figure 10 is that the extinction coefficient is zero up to 
about 1 000 meters. This is unlikely the case, though higher likelihood of 
having more aerosols near the ground due to traffics, industries and also 
natural dust and sea salt sources. An aspect is the overlap, described in the 
theory chapter; and that is why no signal is received from the lowest level. 
 
One of the biggest problems in retrieving the extinction coefficient is the 
differentiation in equation (9) of the signal displayed in Figure 9. It is really hard 
to suppress the noise in that differentiation. But the noise level is acceptable 
between one to ten kilometers. 
 
Another example of the retrieved extinction coefficient is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Extinction coefficient due to aerosols 2006-07-24. 
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In this figure the same things as mentioned above can be seen. But the large 
extinction bump at low levels has another character. There are two layers at 
1 000 respective 2 500 meters and an area in between that have a lot of 
aerosols. Also this graph has incorrect values at higher altitudes since it is 
negative and noisy. The negative values can be described in the following way. 
If a signal is sent out, and a bigger signal than the theoretically maximum is 
received, the computed extinction coefficient gets negative. This could happen 
if photons come from space or if some light is reflected form something in the 
surroundings. 
 
From the processed data the conclusion that extinction coefficient is retrieved 
for approximately 1 500 meters up to 10 000 meters can be drawn. The 
processed data is visualized in appendix 7.5. To investigate this further more 
data need to be processed. 
 
The extinction and backscatter coefficients are really hard coupled in the old 
system at FOI, since the relation between extinction and backscatter 
coefficients was normally set to the value 50 steradians.  With this new 
algorithm similarities between the extinction and backscatter coefficients will 
be seen, but the quota between them will not be constant as assumed before. 
That the quota is constant means that the mean phase function is identical over 
the full height span. This will not be the case, if there are different distributions 
of different aerosols over the altitudes. 

4.3 Backscatter Coefficient 
After application of the algorithm also the backscatter coefficient is retrieved. 
This will be illustrated with the same measurements as the second case in 
chapter 4.2. 
 
In Figure 12 the backscatter coefficient due to aerosols from the measurement 
made at 2006-07-24. There is a layer of backscattering aerosols close to the 
ground and a peak at 2 500 meters. Also a clear layer at 9 000 meters is seen. 
This high altitude layer is also seen in the extinction coefficient from the same 
day but not as obvious as here. 
 
What is not looking so good is the skewness of the backscatter coefficient. For 
a trained operator it is clear that the backscatter coefficient should be close to 
zero in the region of about 4 000 to 15 000 meters, except for the high altitude 
layer at 9 000 meters.  
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Why this skewness appears is still unclear to us. It has probably to do with 
either the background measurements or the real measurements. The quota of 
the elastic and Raman channel seems to have the biggest influence in equation 
(13) if all signals in that equation is analyzed. See Appendix 7.1 for the data 
profiles. Of course this skewness could also appear if wrong algorithm was 
used. 
 
If the skewness is taken away the backscatter looks good for approximately 
1 000 to 15 000 meters. Also here the processed data visualized in appendix 7.5 
have been considered. 
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Figure 12 Backscatter coefficient due to aerosols 2006-07-24. 
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4.3.1 Comparison with Old Algorithm 
Because of the old set relation between extinction and backscatter coefficients 
at FOI, only the backscatter coefficient will be compared to the old algorithm. 
The extinction coefficient is only a factor away as mentioned before. This set 
of data is the same as used in the first case in chapter 4.2. 
 
In Figure 13 this algorithm is compared to FOI’s old program. There are a few 
differences. The skewness appears obvious at higher heights. Which also seems 
to affect the peak value at 2 500 meters. Below 2 000 meters the two curves 
also differs. If the problem with the skewness could be taken away it is 
probable that these graphs would be very similar. 
 

 
Figure 13 Comparison with algorithm based on only elastic scattering (grey), combined elastic and Raman 

algorithm (dark blue). 
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4.3.2 The Influence of the Background 
The correct background is important for calculations of the backscatter 
coefficient. If the background is not properly measured the output data will be 
wrong. A fault in offset is no problem since this is taken away in the code. But 
wrong skewness will affect the backscatter coefficient as showed in Figure 14. 
Skewness is introduced to the signal after compensation for offset is made. The 
curve with most introduced skewness is called Even more skew background, and 
the actual skewness that is subtracted from the raw elastic signal is a line, from 
-4·105 to 6·105 for the first to the last measurement in height. If the backscatter 
coefficient looks like this, the reason might be linear skewness in the 
background. Observe that only the background of the elastic channel is varied. 
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Figure 14 Influence of background skewness, data from 2006-07-24. 
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4.4 Time Resolved Graphs 
To illustrate the amount of aerosols a time resolved graph is of the aerosol 
extinction is useful. Therefore a script that runs the algorithm many times with 
a running mean is implemented. These pictures can be thought of as a slowly 
taken picture of the moving air straight above the measurement spot with one 
vertical line each minute. 
 

 
Figure 15 Extinction coefficient due to aerosols, time resolved graph 2006-07-24 from 00:52 to 01:35. 

Figure 15 show when the script run_all_data is applied to a measurement. 
This script makes a time resolved graph with a three minutes running mean of 
the extinction coefficient calculations. The colors can easily be set to show 
different things. Here, areas of aerosols that suppress the light but also some 
noise that the algorithm failed to take away are shown.  
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Figure 16 Backscatter coefficient due to aerosols, time resolved graph 2006-07-24 from 00:52 to 01:35. 

Figure 16 show a time resolved graph but with the backscatter coefficient instead 
of the extinction coefficient. This graph goes up to an altitude of more than 
14 000 meters instead of 7 000. This is since the backscatter coefficient is stable 
to a higher altitude than the extinction coefficient. A thicker layer close to the 
ground, a thin layer at 2 400 meters and some clouds at 9 000 meters is shown 
in the figure. 
 
The time resolved pictures of the extinction and the backscatter coefficients 
show clearly that the backscatter coefficient is more stable than the extinction 
coefficient, which varies a lot when time passes by. 
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4.5 Synthetic EARLINET Data 
To validate algorithms within EARLINET different tests have been used.2, 3, 24 
Here one of these tests is performed. This test has been used when validating 
results from other lidar groups and is further described in an EARLINET 
paper.2 
 
The profiles that are given are the following: height, temperature, pressure, 
extinction coefficient and lidar ratio profiles. The correct extinction coefficient 
and lidar ratio is computed from models by EARLINET. To get the correct 
backscatter coefficient the extinction coefficient divided by the lidar ratio is 
taken. The correct extinction and backscatter coefficients are the dashed lines 
in Figure 17. After this the algorithm described in this thesis has been applied 
and the result is plotted in the same graph. 
 
The extinction coefficient does not retrieve the sharp peaks at low altitudes and 
does not have so much noise at higher altitudes. This is since the sliding 
average of the signal is set to 300 meters (20 samples times 15 meters sample 
length) and the derivation is done over 600 meters (40 samples times 15 meters 
sample length). If these values are set to smaller values the peaks will be there, 
but then also more noise will appear. The layer at 4 000 meters appears, and at 
high altitudes the values looks good. The highest values in the extinction 
coefficient do appear wrong but this causes no problem, since the calculations 
is usually done to over 25 km and only values under 10 km are good. This 
EARLINET dataset does not contain as high measurements (15 km) as the 
data obtained at FOI (30 km). 
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Figure 17 Comparison of the algorithm with raw data from EARLINET. The correct coefficients are the 

dashed lines and the algorithm gives the solid lines. 

 
For the backscatter coefficient it is seen that the lower areas follow the correct 
values better than the extinction. Specially the layer at 4 000 meters appears 
good. At high altitudes there is some noise but it goes clearly around zero. 
 
That no skewness appears in the backscatter coefficient with the EARLINET 
data indicate that the skewness comes from the measurements done at FOI 
and not from the algorithm. 
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4.6 Discussion for the Future 
Here several suggestions of future work will follow, some more important than 
others. I start with the ones I find most important. Further discussion of the 
results is also included. 
 
Optimizing the hardware and the algorithms in a systematically way together 
can probably give better results, than just optimizing the algorithm. This is 
suggested for further work. The limited time did not allow this and therefore 
was the limitation to consider the datasets as given to the algorithm introduced.  
 
The Overlap function can be determined and probably used to improve 
measurements close to the ground as described in14 which refers to another 
article (at p. 115). The overlap function can probably improve the extinction 
coefficient. But the backscatter coefficient will probably not be improved, if 
the assumption that the same overlap function in the Raman and elastic 
measurement is correct. The backscatter evaluation cancels out the overlap 
functions in equation (12). 
 
Another investigation that is important to make is if the laser beam goes out of 
the detectors field of view. Today FOI maximize the analogue elastic 
backscattered signal at a specific height. This could imply that the laser and the 
detector are not coaxial. If they have a small angle in between the laser beam 
most likely goes out of the detector’s field of view. 
 
If one goal is to stay in the EARLINET project, which in practice means to do 
regular measurements it is of big economic importance to make the 
measurements automatic.6 All Raman measurements need to be done during 
night time which is relatively expensive. 
 
Subtraction of mean or some kind of median background measurement close 
to the measured values would maybe improve the results. At least until the 
background is stabilized. Changes of the background between different 
measurements have been observed, the reason for this change should be 
further investigated. Background subtraction from the Raman measurements 
can also be implemented. It is not now since these measurements seem not 
correct. This might improve the backscatter coefficient since the background is 
removed from the elastic signal and not the Raman signal. 
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Under the theory chapter a brief description of chi-square method is made. 
Least square fit is applied, with different polynomial degrees as the first step in 
this process. The result of that calculation is found in appendix 7.4. A first 
preliminary conclusion from this is that this test only gives more noise in the 
extinction coefficient. But it is still possible that fast sharp changes can be less 
suppressed by the curve fit, compared to a fit of a first degree polynomial. This 
was not further implemented since the skewness of the backscatter coefficient 
had higher priority. To implement the last part in this test pleas consult the 
articles22, 23. 
 
All the information in the measurements is not used in the retrieval of the 
extinction coefficient. Since both the Raman and elastic channel contains 
information about the extinction. Both measurements could give input to the 
retrieval of the extinction coefficient. Now the extinction coefficient is only the 
Raman channel is used to calculate it. 
 
The number of minimum values measured of a photon count over one minute 
seams to be related to the darkness outside. Look at a measurement over one 
hour in dusk and you will find a smooth curve. Se for example measurements 
from 2006-05-09, in the cloud free region. Plot min of each file over time. This 
code is found in the file run_al_data.m. These measurements are done and if 
it is of interest, also this information can be extracted. 
 
The background measurements concerned in this work is only detector noise. 
The other noise (i.e. skylight noise) is reduced by averaging but a better way 
might be to also measure the skylight noise and include that in the background 
subtraction. This is mentioned but not at all described in for example an 
article21. Though this already has been introduced I mention it here for the 
future. 
 
And as the last suggestion to development in the future is to encode the sent 
out laser signal with a message to other galaxies. For example Morse code can 
be used with a message of peace. 
 
Other things that can be done is to  

• measure at several wavelengths or hyper spectral sensors. 
• measure at several angles or scan a span of angles.  
• investigate the impact of humidity on the measurements. 
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5 Conclusions 
The area of journal papers about the combined elastic and Raman method does 
contain many parts of the data processing and algorithms, but there is no work 
found that covers the full algorithm chain. 
 
The extinction coefficient from aerosols is retrieved for altitudes in the range 
1 500 to 10 000 meters. 
  
The results for the backscatter coefficient from aerosols looks very promising 
between altitudes of 800 and 15 000 meters though there is a skewness in the 
background that need to be more investigated before the measurements can be 
considered really good.  
 
Tests with data from EARLINET indicate that the skewness does not come 
from this algorithm. Probably further investigation of the way measurements 
are done, the hardware or the background subtraction will solve this problem.  
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7 Appendix 
7.1 List of Symbols 
aer Aerosols 
C0  Constant independent of height in elastic equation 
CR  Constant independent of height in Raman equation 
F  The signal that is to be differentiated 
fs  Sampling frequency 
k  Constant in Ångström’s law see section 2.3.6 
kB  Bolzmann constant 
mair  Refractive index of air 
mol  Molecules 
n  Number of moles 
N(z)  Nitrogen density at height z 
NA  Avogadro’s number 
Nm,r  Measured respective real photon arrival frequency 
Ns  Molecular number density at standard conditions see appendix 7.2 
O  Overlap function see section 2.3.4 
P(λ,z)  Received power at detector from height z and with wavelength λ 
p(z)  Pressure at height z 
p0  Standard pressure appendix  7.2 
P0  Output power from laser 
T(z)  Temperature at height z 
T0  Standard temperature see appendix  7.2 
V  Volume 
xm,r  Measured respective real number of arrived photons 
z  Height from lidar 
z0  Reference height see section 2.3.6 
α  Extinction coefficient 
αaer  Extinction coefficient from aerosols 
β  Backscatter coefficient 
βaer  Backscatter coefficient from aerosols 
λ  Wavelength 
λ0  Wavelength from laser 
λR Wavelength after Raman shift 
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7.2 Scattering from molecules 
In equation (2) the following values are used10 
 
mair =1.0002857 for λ=355nm and 1.0002835 for λ=387nm (refractive index of 
air) 
γ=0.0301 (depolarization factor) 
Ns=2.547·1025 m-3 (molecular number density) 
T0=273.15+15 K (temperature at standard atmosphere) 
P0=1013.25 hPa  (pressure at standard atmosphere) 

7.3 Data Profiles 
In Figure 18 and Figure 19 examples of data profiles used in equation (13) is 
illustrated. These particular data sets are from 2006-07-24. These graphs give 
clues of from where the skewness in the backscatter coefficient comes.  
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Figure 18 Data profiles in equation (13). 
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Figure 19 Data profiles in equation (13). 
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7.4 The χ2-method 
The start of the χ2-method is implemented; the only remaining part is to 
choose between the lines in Figure 20 for each height, depending on the 
uncertainty for each height. The polynomials used in the differentiation process 
is of first, second, third and tenth degree. First and second give the same result 
since the fit is applied to a long sequence of points. 
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Figure 20 Different polynomial fit. 
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7.5 Processed Data 
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7.6 User Manual 
A short user manual of how to use the Matlab program follows in this 
appendix. 

7.6.1 Run the Algorithm 
The algorithm calculates extinction and backscatter coefficients. In the Matlab 
prompt the following calls to the algorithm also called Matlab function can be 
made.  
 
RAMAN(filename) takes the filename as argument and uses all the files from 
the same measurement to compute the aerosol extinction coefficients and the 
aerosol backscatter. Both are saved in the NetCDF (Network Common Data 
Format) in the file. 
 
RAMAN(filename1, filname2, ...) takes the filename1 and filename2 and 
so on to compute the aerosol extinction coefficients and the aerosol 
backscatter from ONLY the specified files. This makes it possible to make an 
m-file that can paint a time resolved colorful graph for nicer presentation or 
time resolved visualization of the processes that happened during a longer lidar 
measurement. 
 
To configure the constants of the program please configure the INFO variable 
in the raman.m file. For example to be able to choose the atmosphere model 
please set the program to INFO.interaction_mode=1. When this parameter 
is set to 0 the last used atmosphere model will be used and also the NetCDF 
file will be stored at specified place without prompting when overwriting an old 
file. 
 
Examples of use: 
 raman; 
 raman('t0672400.540'); 
 raman('M:\Data_Lin\2006-07-24\t0672400.540'); 
 raman( 'M:\Data_Lin\2006-07-24\t0672400.540',... 
 'M:\Data_Lin\2006-07-24\t0672400.550',... 
 'M:\Data_Lin\2006-07-24\t0672400.560'); 
 raman('t0672400.540','t0672400.550','t0672400.560'); 
 [aerosol_extinction, aerosol_backscatter] = raman(); 
 
If the file atmosphere_model.mat does not exist, set the 
INFO.interaction_mode to 1 in the raman.m file. This is also the case when 
a change in the atmosphere model used is wanted. Then run the Raman 
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program and the file will be made. Now you again can set the interaction mode 
to 0. 

7.6.2 How to Run EARLINET Comparison Data 
• Uncomment the rows in raman.m that have the 

read_earlinet_signal function call.  
• Comment out the rows with the if statement that contains the calls to 

read_signals. 
• Change the filter lengths since the EARLINET data have the 

resolution of 15 meters instead of 3.75. 
• Comment out the rows that extracts the linköping background in the 

file filter_elastic_signal (the whole for statement). 
• If you have post data in Matlab you also need to write clear all at 

the command line, you probably have global variables hiding for you 
that need to be cleared. 

• Also you need to save the changed two files. 
• Now you can make the comparison by writing raman; at the 

command line. 
When you are ready, reverse the procedure described above. 

7.6.3 Information about Specific Sub Algorithm 
Please read through the algorithm part (chapter 3.2.) in this document form 
more information. Also each file has a header that describes it. By typing the 
following commands at the Matlab prompt information is given about a 
specific file. Examples: 
 
help raman 
help filter_raman_signal 
help save_to_NetCDF_file 
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7.7 EARLINET Goals 
The following text is a quote from a presentation document of earlinet5. 

• Implement a network of advanced lidar stations operating on a 
harmonised observation and evaluation scheme. 

• Establish a comprehensive and quantitative climatological data base for 
the horizontal and vertical distribution and variability of aerosol over 
Europe. 

• Quantify important radiative properties of the aerosol, including their 
impact on UV radiation. 

• Provide the necessary data base for validating and improving numerical 
models describing the evolution of aerosol properties and their 
influence on climate and environmental conditions. 

• Provide ground-truth support for present and future satellite missions 
dedicated to the retrieval of the global aerosol distribution. 

• Identify important long-range transport processes, and estimate their 
contribution to the aerosol budget and their impact on environmental 
conditions. 

• Identify main sources, sinks, and modification processes for aerosol. 
• Estimate the contribution of European and non-European industry, 

agriculture, and natural environment on the global aerosol budget. 
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7.8 Data Format 
The implementation of the algorithms can only take input data on the format 
that FOI uses and of the form that is specified by EARLINET.  
 
The output data format is the format specified by EARLINET where the 
following rules apply for filenames, time and data. It is specially important to 
use a standard for the data since the primary goal for EARLINET was to 
gather a big data set for research purposes. 

7.8.1 Filenames 
Filenames for the evaluated aerosol profiles (extinction and backscatter) should 
follow the convention ooyyMMddhhmm.tw 
 
oo: originate code, Linköping = lk  
yy: year since 2 000  
MM: month of the year  
dd: day of the month  
hh: hour of day (24 hour clock)  
mm: minute of hour  
t: type code (e = extinction, b = backscatter)  
w: wavelength given in nm  
 
Especially note the t which means that one file is written for the backscattering 
coefficients and one for the extinction coefficients. 

7.8.2 Universal Time 
The time format that are used in EARLINET are the Universal Time, 
abbreviated UT, which is the winter time in Greenwich. The difference from 
Sweden is one hour in the winter and two hours in the summer. 
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7.8.3 Data 
The data are stored in the NetCDF format. This is an abbreviation of Network 
Common Data Format. Data stored in this format can be used on almost all 
types of computers. 
 
In EARLINET the following variables are agreed over25 and can be stored in a 
NetCDF file. Local variables or other variables can also be stored in the files, 
but they should in that case be self explaining for other users and variable 
names should start with a double underline. Especially both ‘unit’ and ‘long 
name’ are required for local variables. 
 
// Version 2006.03.25 -  
//   Complete rewrite of the Format. 
//              Call this format Earlinet-Format 2.0 
// 
netcdf headertest { 
dimensions: 
        Length = UNLIMITED ; // (5 currently) 
variables: 
        float Altitude(Length) ; 
                Altitude:units = "m" ; 
                Altitude:long_name = "Height above sea level" 
; 
        float DustLayerHeight ; 
                DustLayerHeight:units = "m" ; 
                DustLayerHeight:long_name = "Top of dust layer 
above sea level" ; 
float MixingLayerHeight ; 
MixingLayerHeight:units = "m" ; 
MixingLayerHeight:long_name = "Top of mixing layer above sea 
level" ; 
        float Backscatter(Length) ; 
                Backscatter:units = "1/(m*sr)" ; 
        float Extinction(Length) ; 
                Extinction:units = "1/m" ; 
        float Depolarisation(Length) ; 
        float ErrorBackscatter(Length) ; 
                ErrorBackscatter:units = "1/(m*sr)" ; 
        float ErrorExtinction(Length) ; 
                ErrorExtinction:units = "1/m" ; 
        float ErrorDepolarisation(Length) ; 
 
// global attributes: 
                :System = "MPI UV-system" ; 
                :Location = "Lindenberg, Germany" ; 
                :Longitude_degrees_east = 12.345 ; 
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                :Latitude_degrees_north = 54.321 ; 
                :Altitude_meter_asl = 123 ; 
                :EmissionWavelength_nm = 355 ; 
                :DetectionWavelength_nm = 355 ; 
                :DetectionMode = "analog" ; 
                :ZenithAngle_degrees = 0. ; 
                :ShotsAveraged = 10000 ; 
                :ResolutionRaw_meter = 15 ; 
                :ResolutionEvaluated = "60 m up to 1000m, 500 
m up to 5000 m" ; 
                :StartDate = 19970701 ; 
                :StartTime_UT = 135905 ; 
                :StopTime_UT = 143055 ; 
                :EvaluationMethod = " Fernald" ; 
                :InputParameters = "reference value 1.e-7 
1/(m*sr) at 6800 m" ; 
                :Comments = "do not believe these dummy data!" 
; 
data: 
 
 Altitude = 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 ; 
 
 DustLayerHeight = 329.0 ; 
 
 MixingLayerHeight = 261.0 ; 
 
 Backscatter = 1, 2.8, 3.76, 4.5, 9 ; 
 
 Extinction = _, _, _, _, _ ; 
 
 Depolarisation = _, _, _, _, _ ; 
 
 ErrorBackscatter = _, _, _, _, _ ; 
 
 ErrorExtinction = _, _, _, _, _ ; 
 
 ErrorDepolarisation = _, _, _, _, _ ; 
} 

7.9 The Code 
The code is not included in the printed version. But in the electronic version 
the code is the following pages. And the functions are in the same order 
described by chapter 3.2. 
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  1 function [aerosol_extinction, aerosol_backscatter] = raman(varargin)
  2 %RAMAN() calculates extinction and backscatter coefficients.
  3 %
  4 % RAMAN(filename) takes the filename as argument and uses all the files
  5 %  from the same measurement to compute the aerosol
  6 %  extinction coefficients and the aerosol backscatter. Both are saved in
  7 %  the NetCDF (Network Common Data Format) in the file (filename??).
  8 %
  9 % RAMAN(filename1, filname2, ...) takes the filename1 and filename2 and so
 10 %  on to compute the aerosol extinction coefficients and the aerosol
 11 %  backscatter from ONLY the specified files. This makes it possible to
 12 %  make an m-file that can paint a time resolved colorful graph for nicer
 13 %  presentation or time resolved visualization of the processes that
 14 %  happend during a longer lidar measurement.
 15 %
 16 % To CONFIGURE the constants of the program please configure the INFO
 17 %  variable in the raman.m file. For example to be able to choose the
 18 %  atmosphere model please set the program to INFO.interaction_mode=1. When
 19 %  this parameter is set to 0 the last used atmosphere model will be used
 20 %  and also the net cdf file will be stored at specified place without
 21 %  promting when overwriting an old file.
 22 %
 23 % Examples of use:
 24 
 25 
 26 
 27 
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 % In this file you can also give all the constants that are used in the
 32 % program. And specially you can change the interaction_mode variable to 1
 33 % if you would like to specify everyting or 0 if you would like to run the
 34 % program without any interaction at all.
 35 
 36 %clear all %removes varargin!!! And input arguments are needed later on.
 37 
 38 %% Constants used:
 39 % All variables are given in SI-units.
 40 global HEIGHT
 41 global INFO
 42 % YYYYMMDD
 43 % HHMMSS
 44 % YYYYMMDD
 45 % HHMMSS
 46 % number
 47 % m
 48 % m
 49 % Degrees
 50 % Degrees
 51 % m
 52 % m
 53 % Hz
 54 % m/s
 55 % J/K
 56 % percent per total number of molecules
 57 % m
 58 % Hz
 59 % number of pulses per minute
 60 INFO.detection_mode = 'Analog'
 61 INFO.location_in_text = 'Linkoping, Sweden'
 62 INFO.system_description = 'FOI UV-Lidar'
 63 INFO.default_lidar_station = 'lk' %Linköping EARLINET abbreviation: lk
 64 INFO.altitude_unit = 'm'
 65 INFO.altitude_description = 'Height above sea level'
 66 INFO.extinction_unit = '1/m'
 67 INFO.backscatter_unit = '1/(m*sr)'
 68 INFO.resolution_evaluated = '75 m'
 69 INFO.evaluation_method = ' Combined elastic raman method described by Ansman et al Applied Optics 1992.'
 70 INFO.input_parameters = 'reference value 1.e-7 1/(m*sr) at 6800 m'
 71 INFO.comments = ['Do not believe this dummy data until this string is ',...
 72                  'replaced! / Erik Thorin'
 73 INFO.default_data_output_path  = 'M:\Data_Lin\Data_Out_NetCDF\'
 74 INFO.default_data_input_path   = 'M:\Data_Lin\2006-05-09\folie\molnfritt\t0*.*'
 75 INFO.background_path           = 'M:\Data_Lin\Background\background_20060616.mat'
 76 % Length of derrivation step in # values
 77 % Number of values
 78 % m
 79 % m
 80 % Number of std deviations.
 81 % 1 = yes, 0 = no.
 82 % 1 = yes, 0 = no.
 83 % Only 1,2,3 or 10 can be choosen (1 = linear fit).
 84 % m ('no' aerosol backscatter, good value 5000)
 85 %Good values for Linköping: 150, 20, 4000, 10000, 10, 0, 1, 1, 5000 for above lines.
 86 %Good values for Earlinet referece: 70, 20, 4000, 10000, 10, 0, 1, 1, 6000.
 87 %Good values for Earlinet is also: 100, 30, ...
 88 
 89 if
 90 else end
 91 
 92 %% MAIN program start
 93 if INFO.interaction_mode
 94     [nitrogen_density, ...
 95         molecular_backscatter, ...
 96         molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
 97 
 98     
 99     save('atmosphere_model.mat','nitrogen_density',...
100         'molecular_backscatter',...
101         'molecular_extinction_laserwavelength',...
102         'molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength')
103 else
104     load atmosphere_model
105 end
106 
107 % [ raman_signal, elastic_signal, nitrogen_density, ...
108 %   molecular_backscatter, molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
109 
110 
111 if isempty(varargin)
112 
113 else
114 
115 end
116 
117 filtered_raman_signal = filter_raman_signal(...
118     raman_signal, molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
119 
120 
121 
122 aerosol_extinction = get_aerosol_extinction(...
123     filtered_raman_signal, nitrogen_density, ...
124     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
125 
126 
127 aerosol_backscatter = get_aerosol_backscatter(...
128     filtered_elastic_signal, filtered_raman_signal, ...
129     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
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130     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength,...
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 %% Visualization
136 INFO
137 
138 figure(7)
139 set(gcf,'Position',get(0,'ScreenSize'
140 subplot(1,3,1)
141 plot( aerosol_extinction ,...
142     INFO.lidar_altitude + HEIGHT((1:length(aerosol_extinction))+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2)) )
143 'auto x'
144 grid on
145 title(['Extinction due to aerosols, at laser wavelength ',...
146     int2str(INFO.wavelength_laser*1e9),' nm.' 10 'Started ' ...
147     INFO.start_date(1:4) '-' INFO.start_date(5:6) '-' INFO.start_date(7:8) ' at '...
148     INFO.start_time(1:2) ':' INFO.start_time(3:4) ':' INFO.start_time(5:6) ' to '...
149     INFO.stop_time(1:2) ':' INFO.stop_time(3:4) ':' INFO.stop_time(5:6) ' UT-time.'
150 xlabel('Extinction due to aerosols [m^-1]'
151 ylabel('Altitude [m]'
152 hold on
153 
154 figure(7)
155 subplot(1,3,2)
156 plot( aerosol_backscatter , ...
157     INFO.lidar_altitude + HEIGHT((1:length(aerosol_extinction))+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2)) )
158 'auto x'
159 grid on
160 title(['Aerosol backscatter vs altitude, al laser wavelength ',...
161     int2str(INFO.wavelength_laser*1e9),' nm.' 10 'Started ' ...
162     INFO.start_date(1:4) '-' INFO.start_date(5:6) '-' INFO.start_date(7:8) ' at '...
163     INFO.start_time(1:2) ':' INFO.start_time(3:4) ':' INFO.start_time(5:6) ' to '...
164     INFO.stop_time(1:2) ':' INFO.stop_time(3:4) ':' INFO.stop_time(5:6) ' UT-time.'
165 xlabel('Backscatter due to aerosols [m^-1 * sr^-1]')
166 ylabel('Altitude [m]')
167 hold on
168 
169 figure(7)
170 hold on
171 subplot(1,3,3)
172 
173 plot( real(aerosol_extinction)./real(aerosol_backscatter),...
174     INFO.lidar_altitude + HEIGHT((1:length(aerosol_extinction))+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2)) )
175 
176 grid on
177 title( )
178 ylabel('Altitude [m]')
179 hold on
180 
181 
182 % Made by Erik.Thorin @ gmail.com if any questions.
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  1 function [nitrogen_density ...
  2     molecular_backscatter ...
  3     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength ...
  4     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength ] = get_atmosphere_model
  5 % GET_ATMOSPHERE_MODEL gives profiles of the chosen atmosphere model.
  6 %  Get the molecular extinction coefficient according to some model and
  7 %  maybe input parameters as temperature and pressure on the ground. The
  8 %  Ps, Ts and the output are in SI-units in this file. Observe that
  9 %  alfa_rayleigh takes hPa as argument and gives extinction per km^-1 as
 10 %  output.
 11 %
 12 
 13 global INFO
 14 
 15 %% Initiering
 16 h_infil=''
 17 
 18 
 19 
 20 
 21 
 22 
 23 figure(1)
 24 figure(2)
 25 delete(1)
 26 delete(2)
 27 figure(1)
 28 figure(2)
 29 set(1,'Position'
 30 set(2,'Position'
 31 
 32 %% Dessa temp- och tryckprofiler (för varje km höjd 0 - 15) är hämtade från Earlint ... 
 33 Te = [273.15 267.15 260.15 254.15 247.15 241.15 234.15 228.15 221.15 215.15 208.15 202.15...
 34 
 35 
 36 
 37 %% Dessa höjdprofiler (för varje km från 0 - 25) är hämtade från Modtran  
 38 Tu = [288.1 281.7 275.2 268.7 262.2 255.7 249.2 242.7 236.2 229.7 223.3 216.8 216.6 216.6...
 39 % 1976 US Standard
 40 Ts = [287.2 281.7 276.3 270.9 265.5 260.1 253.1 246.1 239.2 232.2 225.2 225.2 225.2 225.2...
 41 % Sub Arctic Summer
 42 Tw = [257.2 259.1 255.9 252.7 247.7 240.9 234.1 227.3 220.6 217.2 217.2 217.2 217.2 217.2...
 43 % Sub Arctic Winter
 44 
 45 Pu = [1013.25 898.76 795.01 701.21 616.6 540.48 472.17 411.05 356.51 308 264.99 226.99 193.99 165.79...
 46 % 1976 US Standard
 47 Ps=1.0e+003 *[1.010 0.896 0.7929 0.7 0.616 0.541 0.474 0.413 0.359 0.3108 0.2677 0.23 0.1977 0.17...
 48 % Sub Arctic Summer
 49 Pw=[1013 887.8 777.5 679.8 593.2 515.8 446.7 385.3 330.8 282.9 241.8 206.7 176.6 151 129.1 110.3 ...
 50 % Sub Arctic Winter
 51 
 52 %% ------------------------------- Välj princip: Hirlam, Modell eller avstå -------------------
 53 
 54 ButtonHName=questdlg('Indata kan antigen hämtas från Hirlam-fil eller från modell','Indata till allfa_0',...
 55    'Hirlam-fil','Modell','Avstå från nya data','Avstå från nya data'
 56 
 57 if strncmp(ButtonHName,'Hi',2)==1 
 58 
 59 %% ------------------------------- Vald princip: Indata från HIRLAM-fil -------------------
 60    
 61   answer0  = inputdlg({'Ange datum /format åå-mm-dd/:'...
 62     ,'Ange tid UT /en av 11, 14, 17 eller 20/:'}...
 63     ,'Input data',1,{'06-08-08','14' %   <----------------------------- Bekvämt att ändra datum här ibland
 64   
 65   theHFilterSpec = ['\\Filer2-lin\vagutbredning\Earlinet\Arbete2006\Hirlam\HIRLAM_profil_20',answer0{1}(1:2)...
 66     ,answer0{1}(4:5),answer0{1}(7:8),'00',answer0{2}(1:2),'_15.6_58.4' 'Select a Hirlam Input File:'
 67   
 68 
 69 
 70   if ~any(theHFile),
 71      return, 
 72   end 
 73 
 74   fid = fopen([theHPath,theHFile],'r'
 75 % rad 1 
 76 % rad 2
 77 % rad 3
 78   pos      = findstr('.'
 79 
 80 % rad 4
 81   % Innehåll:   LEVEL PRESSURE  TEMPERATURE SPEC.HUMIDITY  U COMP.  V COMP. 
 82 
 83   while ~feof(fid)
 84 
 85 
 86 
 87   end
 88 
 89 
 90   l_text=['Indata från: '
 91   
 92   for i=1:size(l_text,2)
 93      if l_text(i)=='_',
 94         l_text(i)='-'
 95      end
 96   end 
 97   
 98 %Antal rader  
 99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107   
108   
109 
110 
111 
112   
113 
114   
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123   
124 else if strncmp(ButtonHName,'Mo',2)==1 
125 %% ------------------------------------- Vald princip: Indata från modell -------------------
126 
127 
128   ButtonMName=questdlg('Indata från modell, välj','Indata från...',...
129    'Modtran','EARLINET std atmosfär','Normal atmosfär (modifierad)','Normal atmosfär (modifierad)'
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130 
131 %% ------------------------------------- Vald princip: Indata från modell Normal atm. -----
132   if strncmp(ButtonMName,'Norm',4)==1
133     % Modifierad standardatmosfär, vilken egentligen har T0=288 K och 
134     % P0=1013 hPa och avtagandet 0.0065 K/m upp till 11 km. Uppåt antages 
135     % samma temp, vilket är en förenkling. Temp. ökar egentligen 
136     % ovanför ca 25 km och når ett max vid ca 50 km pga absorption i ozon
137    
138     answer  = inputdlg({'Ange temperaturen vid marken [°C]:','Ange lufttrycket vid havsytan [hPa]:'}...
139       ,'Indata till normal-atmosfären',1,{'15','1013'
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 % för test case 2 och 3  30 okt 2001
147 %  "
148 % från H Lejenäs Meteorologi sid 17 ekv 1.12
149 
150     l_text=['Vald formel: Normal.atm., marktemp = ',num2str(t0),' °C'
151   
152   elseif strncmp(ButtonMName,'EARL',4)==1
153 %% ------------------------------------- Vald princip: Indata från modell EARLINET std. -----
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159     l_text='Vald formel: EARLINET atm.'
160 
161   else
162 %% ------------------------------------- Vald princip: Indata från modell MODTRAN. -----
163 
164     ButtonSName=questdlg('Indata från MODTRAN','Välj',...
165      'SubASum i MODTRAN','1976 U S STANDARD i MODTRAN','SubAWin i MODTRAN','SubAWin i MODTRAN'
166 
167 
168 
169       if strncmp(ButtonSName,'SubAS',5)==1
170 
171          l_text='Vald formel: Modtran, Sub Arctic Summer'
172       elseif strncmp(ButtonSName,'1976 ',5)==1
173          gr_temp  = inputdlg({'Ange temperaturen vid marken [°C]:'}...
174                ,'Indata till normal-atmosfären',1,{'15'
175 
176 
177          l_text='Vald formel: Modtran, 1976 U S STANDARD'
178       else
179 
180 
181          l_text='Vald formel: Modtran, Sub Arctic Winter'
182       end 
183   end  
184 
185 
186 
187   else 
188 %% ------------------------------ Vald princip: Avstå från nya data -------------------
189     delete(1)
190     delete(2)
191     % ingen plott eller lagring av ny ray.mat
192     load atmosphere_model
193     return
194     end 
195 
196 end
197 
198 %% ------------------------------ Oberoende av princip: Plotta resultatet och lagra -------------------
199 
200 %Winter 
201 %Summer 
202   figure(1)
203   
204   if strncmp(ButtonHName,'Hi',2)==1 
205       plot(alfa_sc(1:40),z(1:40)/1000,'ko-',alfa_rw(1:26),(0:25),'b-',alfa_rs(1:26),(0:25),'r-')
206   else
207     if strncmp(ButtonMName,'EARL',4)==1   
208       plot(alfa_sc(1:16),z(1:16)/1000,'ko-',alfa_rw(1:16),z(1:16)/1000,'b-',alfa_rs(1:16),z(1:16)/1000,'r-')
209     else
210       plot(alfa_sc(1:26),z(1:26)/1000,'ko-',alfa_rw(1:26),z(1:26)/1000,'b-',alfa_rs(1:26),z(1:26)/1000,'r-')
211     end
212   end
213   
214   title(l_text)
215   ylabel('Höjd [km]')
216   xlabel('Rayleighspridning (1/km)')
217   legend('Enligt vald formel','Enligt SubAWin','Enligt SubASum')
218   
219 
220   %save ray.txt arr -ASCII  
221   
222   grid on
223 
224 
225 
226   if strncmp(ButtonHName,'Hi',2)==1
227      plot(t,z/1000,rh,z/1000) 
228      legend('temp (°C)','RH (%)')
229   else
230      plot(t,z/1000)
231      legend('temp (°C)')
232   end
233   
234   title(l_text)
235   ylabel('Höjd [km]')
236   xlabel('Temperatur (C) och relativ fuktighet (%)')
237 
238   grid on
239 
240 %% And the results are calculated from choosen temperature and pressure profiles.
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
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 1   function func = get_alfa_rayleigh(T, P, lambda)
 2   
 3 %molekyler per m3
 4     
 5 % se Edléns formel i TEFYMA sid 114, för 15 gr C och 1013 hPa
 6     %n = 1 + 1e-8 * (6431.8 + 2949330/(146-ny_noll^2) + 25536/(41 - ny_noll^2))
 7     
 8     % journal of atm ... sid 1854 volume 16, formel 4,  för 15 gr C och 1013 hPa
 9 
10 
11     % formel 2.6 i earlinet-rapporten sept 13, 2001, sid 5
12 
13 
14 
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  1 function [raman_signal, elastic_signal] = read_signals(varargin) %read_signals(file)
  2 % [RAMAN_SIGNAL, ELASTIC_SIGNAL] = READ_SIGNALS read Lidar files specified
  3 %  in the "Linköpings format" and gives as output the elastic and raman
  4 %  signals.
  5 % 
  6 % [RAMAN_SIGNAL, ELASTIC_SIGNAL] = READ_SIGNALS(X)
  7 %  As argument you can give a filename to a file in the active directory or
  8 %  a full path and filename to any accessible area. For example
  9 %  X = 't0650921.455' or X = 'M:\Data\t0650921.455'.
 10 %  read_signals('t0650921.455') reads all the signals during the same
 11 %  measurement as the file specified in the specified file in the active
 12 %  directory. The measurement is assumed to start earliest one day 
 13 %  and end one day after the specified file.
 14 %
 15 % It is also possible to give a number of files (two to inf) as argument to
 16 %  this function. This results in only the specified files to be read. This
 17 %  is good if you want to make a script that makes a time resolved graph
 18 %  out of a specified measurement for example. Examples on calls to the
 19 %  function are:
 20 %
 21 
 22 %    [raman_signal, elastic_signal] = ...
 23 
 24 
 25 % Constants used
 26 global INFO
 27 global HEIGHT
 28 
 29 %clear % bör ersätta nedanstående
 30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
 35 
 36 
 37 
 38 
 39 
 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 
 45 
 46 ButtonX=['x'
 47 
 48 
 49 
 50 infil=''
 51 
 52 
 53 
 54 if end
 55 if no_question_dialogs
 56     for i=1:files_to_read
 57 
 58         if
 59         else
 60             thePath = [pathstr '\'
 61         end
 62 
 63 
 64     end
 65 else
 66     
 67 
 68     theFilterSpec = 'M:\Data_Lin\t06*.*' 'Select a Lidar Input File:'
 69     
 70 
 71     
 72     if ~any(theFile),
 73         return,
 74     end
 75 
 76 %%
 77 end
 78         
 79 % en del hämtat från ncdump.m
 80 
 81 if files_to_read > 1
 82 
 83 else
 84     
 85 %% Uppdated by Erik Thorin 2006-08-30 Measurements over date border.
 86     if theFile(4) >= char('A')
 87         choosen_dates(1) = datenum(['1' num2str(theFile(4)-char('A')) '/' ...
 88             theFile(5:6) '/' theFile(2:3) ' ' theFile(7:8) ':' ...
 89             theFile(10:11) ':' theFile(12) '0'
 90     else
 91         choosen_dates(1) = datenum([theFile(4) '/' theFile(5:6) '/' ...
 92             theFile(2:3) ' ' theFile(7:8) ':' theFile(10:11) ':' ...
 93             theFile(12) '0'
 94     end
 95     choosen_dates(2) = addtodate(choosen_dates(1),1,'day'
 96 
 97     temp_date=datestr(choosen_dates(2),'yymmdd'
 98     if str2num(temp_date(3:4)) == 12
 99         temp_date=[temp_date(1:2) 'C'
100     elseif str2num(temp_date(3:4)) == 11
101         temp_date=[temp_date(1:2) 'B'
102     elseif str2num(temp_date(3:4)) == 10
103         temp_date=[temp_date(1:2) 'A'
104     else
105 
106     end
107     theFile_next_day = ['t'
108 
109     theFilterSpec = [thePath, theFile(1:6),['*'
110     theFilterSpec_next_day = [thePath, theFile_next_day,['*'
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119     if length(filer) == files_first_day
120         %No files found the second day, i.e. the day after choosen file.
121     else
122         %Files found, continue of measurement over date border? Then count em in.
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128         if diff(1) == 2 && diff(2) == 3 && diff(3) > 3
129             %No more than 20 mins of gap in between days, count next days
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130             %measurement in!
131         else
132 
133 
134         end
135     end
136 
137 
138     
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 end
145 %% End of dateborder problem solution.
146 %%
147 
148 
149 for file_nr=1:files
150     
151 
152 end
153 
154 
155 
156 if no_question_dialogs
157     ButtonName='Läs in alla'
158 else
159     ButtonName=questdlg(infil','Alla infiler från samma tid, vad göra (Def = Läs in alla)',...
160         'Välj en i taget','Läs in alla','Avstå','Läs in alla'
161 end
162 
163 if strncmp(ButtonName,'Av',2)==1
164     return
165 end
166 
167 % Preallocate memory for the upcomming matrices, speeds up the for-loop.
168 
169 
170 
171 for file_nr=1:files
172 
173     disp([[10],'Filnr      ',int2str(file_nr),[10],'Fil        ',infil{file_nr}])
174 
175     fid = fopen([thePath,infil{file_nr}],'r'
176 
177     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,90,'char' %Start global info
178     [StartDag, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
179     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
180     [StartMan, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
181     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
182     [StartAr, COUNT] = fread(fid,4,'char'
183 
184 
185     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
186     [StartH, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
187     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
188     [StartM, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
189     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
190     [StartS, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
191     StartTid=char(StartH,':',StartM,':'
192 
193     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
194     [StopDag, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
195     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
196     [StopMan, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
197     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
198     [StopAr, COUNT] = fread(fid,4,'char'
199 
200 
201     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
202     [StopH, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
203     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
204     [StopM, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
205     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
206     [StopS, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
207     StopTid=char(StopH,':',StopM,':'
208 
209     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
210     [Altitude0, COUNT] = fread(fid,3,'char'
211     
212 % --------------------------------- fast 70 m för horisontlabbet
213     Altitude_0=[num2str(Alt_0),' m'
214     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
215     [Longitude0, COUNT] = fread(fid,6,'char'
216     Longitude=char(Longitude0,[' E'
217     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
218     [Latitude0, COUNT] = fread(fid,6,'char'
219     Latitude=char(Latitude0,[' N'
220 
221     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,21,'char'
222     [Par1, COUNT] = fread(fid,4,'char'
223     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
224     [Shotaverages0, COUNT] = fread(fid,7,'char' %----------------------------
225 
226     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
227     [Par2, COUNT] = fread(fid,4,'char'
228     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
229     [Par3, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
230 
231 
232     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,52,'char'
233 
234     [M1_Active, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char' % Start header block 1, Analog trig A
235     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
236     [M1_Phot_C, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
237     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
238     [M1_Nr_of_Bins, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
239     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
240     [M1_Number, COUNT] = fread(fid,5,'char'
241 
242     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
243     [M1_4, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
244     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
245     [M1_Count, COUNT] = fread(fid,4,'char'
246     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
247     [M1_Hres, COUNT] = fread(fid,5,'char'
248 
249     
250     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char'
251     [M1_Wavel0, COUNT] = fread(fid,4,'char'
252 
253     [M1_Pol, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char' % o= none, p= parallel, s= perp.
254     
255     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,16,'char'
256 
257 
258     [M1_ShotNumber, COUNT] = fread(fid,6,'char'
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259 
260 
261     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
262     [M1_Volt, COUNT] = fread(fid,5,'char'
263 
264 
265     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'char'
266     [BC, COUNT] = fread(fid,3,'char'
267     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,16,'char'
268 
269     if Antal_block == 4,
270         
271         [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,54,'char'
272         [M1_Volt_b, COUNT] = fread(fid,5,'char'
273 
274         [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,75,'char'
275         [M1_Volt_c, COUNT] = fread(fid,5,'char'
276 
277         [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,75,'char'
278         [M1_Volt_d, COUNT] = fread(fid,5,'char'
279 
280         [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,21,'char'
281     elseif Antal_block == 2,
282         [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,80,'char' % Start header nr 2, info skippas, block 3 och 4 ej lagrade
283     end
284     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,2,'char' % crlf
285 
286 % 2^(-12)*M1_Volt/M1_Shots
287 
288 
289     % Block A
290     %läs förbi de tre forsta, 4de värdet är 0 meter ? 2001-08-21
291     [Val, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'int32'
292     [Val, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'int32'
293     [Val, COUNT] = fread(fid,1,'int32'
294     %läs snabbare 2001-08-22
295     d32(1:M1_Nr-3)=fread(fid,M1_Nr-3,'int32'
296 
297 
298 
299 
300     % Block B
301     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,2+3*4,'char' % crlf + 3 st int32
302     d32b(1:M1_Nr-3)=fread(fid,M1_Nr-3,'int32' %antages m1_nr är samma
303 
304 
305 
306 
307     % Block C
308     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,2+3*4,'char' % crlf + 3 st int32
309     d32c(1:M1_Nr-3)=fread(fid,M1_Nr-3,'int32' %antages m1_nr är samma
310 
311 
312 
313 
314     % Block D
315     [slask, COUNT] = fread(fid,2+3*4,'char' % crlf + 3 st int32
316     d32d(1:M1_Nr-3)=fread(fid,M1_Nr-3,'int32' %antages m1_nr är samma
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 % M1_Nr hittills = 8000
322 % M1_Nr hittills = 8000
323 % M1_Nr hittills = 8000
324 % M1_Nr hittills = 8000
325 
326 % <----------------------------Bakgrund
327 % <----------------------------Bakgrund
328 % <----------------------------Bakgrund
329 % <----------------------------Bakgrund
330 
331 
332 %     disp(['Altitude   ',Altitude_0])
333 %     disp(['Shotaver   ',Shotaverages])
334 %     disp(['Ch 1, ADC  ',num2str(M1_V),' V, Discr lev ',num2str(round(M1_V_b/0.39683))])
335 %     disp(['Ch 2, ADC  ',num2str(M1_V_c),' V, Discr lev ',num2str(round(M1_V_d/0.39683))])
336 %     disp(['M1_Wavel   ',M1_Wavel])
337 %     disp(['StartDatum ',StartDatum])
338 %     disp(['StoppDatum ',StopDatum])
339 %     disp(['StartTid   ',StartTid])
340 %     disp(['StoppTid   ',StopTid])
341 
342 
343 
344 %     figure(10)
345 %     hold on
346 %     %%%   plot(1:2000,Value(1:2000))
347 %     %%%plot(1:2000,Value_b(1:2000))
348 %     %%%   plot(1:2000,Value_c(1:2000))
349 %        plot(1:2000,Value_d(1:2000))
350 
351 
352 %     grid on
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359     %----Plotta en i taget och kolla
360 
361     if strncmp(ButtonName,'Vä',2)==1
362 
363         OKName=questdlg(['Fil nr ',int2str(file_nr),' (',int2str(files),') ',...
364             char(infil(file_nr)),' Tag med?'],'Tag med?',...
365             'Ja','Nej','Avbryt','Avbryt'
366 
367         if strncmp(OKName,'Ja',2)==1
368 
369         elseif strncmp(OKName,'Ne',2)==1
370 
371         else return
372 
373 
374         end %if OKName 'Ja    '
375 
376     elseif strncmp(ButtonName,'Lä',2)==1
377 %----Läs in alla utan att fråga mer
378 
379     end  %if ButtonName  'Plotta en i taget'
380 
381 
382     if TagMed(file_nr)==1 %--- Medelvärdesbilda alla som skall tas med
383 
384         if isempty(AverRaw)
385 
386 
387 
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388 
389 
390 
391 
392         else
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398             if First_Shots~=M1_Shots,
399 
400             end
401             if First_V~=M1_V,
402 
403             end
404 
405         end
406 
407 
408         tidskala(tagmed_nr)=datenum(str2num(char(StartAr')),...
409             str2num(char(StartMan')),str2num(char(StartDag')),...
410             str2num(char(StartH')),str2num(char(StartM')),...
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421         
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432         
433         warning off
434 
435 
436 
437 
438         warning on
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460     end
461 
462     if and((file_nr==files),(sum(TagMed)==0))  %avsluta  om ingen valts
463         disp('Ingen fil vald, avslutar'
464         return
465     end
466 %%%%%pcolor(tidskala,75*(1:200),yyyy')   % elastisk analog.
467 %%%%pcolor(tidskala,75*(1:200),yyyy_b') % elastisk photonr.
468 %%%%pcolor(tidskala,75*(1:200),yyyy_c') % raman analog.
469 %pcolor(tidskala,75*(1:200),yyyy_d')     % raman photonr.
470     
471     
472 
473     
474     
475     if and(isempty(SStartDatum),TagMed(file_nr)==1)
476 %första medtagna
477 
478 
479     end
480 
481     if TagMed(file_nr)==1
482 %sista medtagna
483 
484 
485     end
486 
487 
488 %% Added by Erik Thorin 2006-07-20
489 % raman photonr.
490 % elastisk analog. 
491 end %for file_nr=1:files
492 %----------------------------------------------for file_nr=1:files
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 % Constats from main program, not from here, used for the following:
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 %% Converts to UT-time
510 start_tmp=datenum([INFO.start_date(5:6) '/' INFO.start_date(7:8) '/' ...
511     INFO.start_date(1:4) ' ' num2str(str2num(INFO.start_time(1:2))-1-INFO.summer_time) ...
512     ':' INFO.start_time(4:5) ':'
513 stop_tmp=datenum([INFO.stop_date(5:6) '/' INFO.stop_date(7:8) '/' ...
514     INFO.stop_date(1:4) ' ' num2str(str2num(INFO.stop_time(1:2))-1-INFO.summer_time) ...
515     ':' INFO.stop_time(4:5) ':'
516 INFO.start_date = datestr(start_tmp,'yyyymmdd'
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517 INFO.start_time = datestr(start_tmp,'HHMMSS'
518 INFO.stop_date  = datestr(stop_tmp,'yyyymmdd'
519 INFO.stop_time  = datestr(stop_tmp,'HHMMSS'
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 1 function [ raman_signal, elastic_signal, nitrogen_density, ...
 2     molecular_backscatter, molecular_extinction_laserwavelngth, ...
 3     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelngth...
 4     ] = read_earlinet_signals
 5 
 6 %% Constants used
 7 global HEIGHT
 8 global INFO
 9 INFO.start_date            = '00000000'
10 INFO.start_time            = '000001'
11 INFO.stop_date             = '00000000'
12 INFO.stop_time             = '000015'
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 %% Read raman signal
21 infil=''
22 
23 theFilterSpec = 'M:\Doc\EARLINET\Data\SIGRAC43.000' % Remove this line.
24 [theFile, thePath] = uigetfile(theFilterSpec, 'Select a Raman Lidar Input File:'
25 if ~any(theFile),
26     return,
27 end
28 theFilterSpec = [thePath, theFile(1:8),['*'
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 for file_nr=1:files
35     nc = netcdf([thePath char(sorted_filname(file_nr))], 'nowrite' % Open NetCDF file.
36 % Get variable data.
37 % raman photonr.
38 
39 end
40 
41 %% Read elastic signal
42 infil=''
43 theFilterSpec = 'M:\Doc\EARLINET\Data\SIGELC43.000'
44 [theFile, thePath] = uigetfile(theFilterSpec, 'Select a Elastic Lidar Input File:'
45 if ~any(theFile),
46     return,
47 end
48 theFilterSpec = [thePath, theFile(1:8),['*'
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 for file_nr=1:files
55     nc = netcdf([thePath char(sorted_filname(file_nr))], 'nowrite' % Open NetCDF file.
56 % Get variable data.
57 % elatic photonr.
58 
59 end
60 
61 %% Read the temperature and pressure profiles.
62 nc = netcdf('M:\Doc\EARLINET\Data\pt_4sim.nc', 'nowrite' % Open NetCDF file.
63 % Get variable data.
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 %% Read and plot the correct solutions.
75 
76 nc = netcdf('M:\Doc\EARLINET\Data\AER4C3.INP', 'nowrite' % Open NetCDF file.
77 % Get variable data.
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 figure(7)
87 subplot(1,3,1),plot(Extinction,HEIGHT,'r'),hold on
88 subplot(1,3,2),plot(Extinction./Lidarratio,HEIGHT,'r'),hold on
89 subplot(1,3,3),plot(Lidarratio,HEIGHT,'r'),hold on
90 
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  1 function [filtered_signal] = filter_raman_signal(...
  2     signal, molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength)
  3 % FILTER_RAMAN_SIGNAL filters a lidar signal.
  4 %  Function that filters a lidar signal in the following way
  5 %
  6 %    1. The to bright measurements are removed
  7 %    2. Background are removed from saved file in background_YYYYMMDD.mat
  8 %    3. Outliers are removed if chosen through INFO.outlier_definition_in_std
  9 %    4. Mean of the signal are taken over all the minutes measured
 10 %    5. The signal are corrected for distance and molecular extinction
 11 %    6. The signal are filtered with the function filtfilt that
 12 %       takes the mean of the signal forward and backward so no phase shift is
 13 %       introduced. 
 14 %
 15 %   The result is one signal that is filtered.
 16 %
 17 %  The arguments should be the signal, molecular_extinction_laserwavelength
 18 %   and molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength. The signal consists of a 1 x
 19 %   m vector and the molecular extinction should be 2 x p matris consisting
 20 %   of a table, where the first row says the extinction and the second at
 21 %   wath height. The number of elements in the table can for example be one
 22 %   for each kilometer.
 23 
 24 
 25 % Constants used
 26 global INFO
 27 global HEIGHT
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 %% These lines make a test to see if all the minimum values are the same
 32 % which must be the zero level. If too much of daylight this test will take
 33 % the to noisy signals away! (The ones with to many diffrent local
 34 % minimas). This part also takes the offset away, when you clear can see
 35 % where it is (many local minimas at zero).
 36 
 37 
 38 for file = 1:length(signal(:,1))
 39 
 40     if length(find(signal(file,:) == signal_min)) < ...
 41             filter_decision_dark_enough
 42 % Outlier minutes!
 43     else
 44         
 45     end
 46     
 47 end
 48 % Outlier minutes removal!
 49 display([num2str(length(files_to_remove)) ...
 50     ' Measured raman minutes removed since to bright measurements ('...
 51     num2str(round(length(files_to_remove)/n*100*10)/10,3) '%).'])
 52 if isempty(signal), error('To bright raman measurements. Program quit.'), end
 53 
 54 %% Remove background
 55 %load('M:\Doc\Matlab Program\Raman av Erik Thorin\background.mat')
 56 %load('M:\Doc\Matlab Program\Test\background new.mat')
 57 % load(INFO.background_path)
 58 
 59 % for i=1:n
 60 
 61 
 62 
 63 
 64 
 65 %   % Något i storleksordningen 0.1 ger ett bättre svar. En ny mätning på
 66 %   % bakgrunden skulle troligen kunna ge ett bättre värde här.
 67 
 68 % end
 69 
 70 %% Kappa-Sigma-reduction of outliers. Normaly 3 std away from
 71 % general mean, gives around 99.7% of all correct data points. Also takes
 72 % the mean of the signal afterwards.
 73 %Memory pre allocation.
 74 
 75 
 76 
 77 for i=1:length(signal)
 78     outliers = abs(signal(:,i) - signal_mean(i)) >...
 79 
 80 % One by one value outlier removal!
 81 % Mean of the rest.
 82 
 83 end
 84 
 85 display([num2str(nr_outliers_removed) ...
 86     ' Outlier raman data points removed (' ...
 87     num2str(round(nr_outliers_removed/(n*p)*100*10)/10,3)...
 88     '%).'])
 89 
 90 %% Photon pileup correction
 91 
 92 
 93 
 94 %% -4- Corrects for the distance and the molecular extinction, after that
 95 % filtfilt with a gaussian filter over the signal.
 96 divide_term = cumprod(exp(- (interp1(molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(2,:),...
 97     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(1,:),HEIGHT,'spline')+...
 98     interp1(molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(2,:),...
 99     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(1,:),HEIGHT,'spline'))*...
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 low_filter_limit_index  = find(HEIGHT < INFO.filter_limit_low,1,'last'
115 high_filter_limit_index = find(HEIGHT < INFO.filter_limit_high,1,'last'
116 
117 
118 % filtered_signal = [filtered_signal_low(1:high_filter_limit_index-201) ...
119 %   filtered_signal_low(low_to_high_index).*(1-sliding)+filtered_signal_high(low_to_high_index).*sliding ...
120 
121 
122 filtered_signal = ...
123      [filtered_signal_low( 1:low_filter_limit_index) ...
124       filtered_signal_middle(low_filter_limit_index+1:high_filter_limit_index) ...
125 
126 
127 % Made by Erik.Thorin @ gmail.com if any questions.
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  1 function [filtered_signal] = filter_elastic_signal(signal)
  2 % FILTER_RAMAN_SIGNAL filters a lidar signal.
  3 %  Function that filters a lidar signal in the following way
  4 %
  5 %    2. Background are removed from saved file in background_YYYYMMDD.mat
  6 %    3. Outliers are removed if chosen through INFO.outlier_definition_in_std
  7 %    4. Mean of the signal are taken over all the minutes measured
  8 %    5. The signal are corrected for distance
  9 %    6. The signal are filtered with the function filtfilt that
 10 %       takes the mean of the signal forward and backward so no phase shift is
 11 %       introduced. 
 12 %
 13 %  The result is one signal that is filtered.
 14 %
 15 %  The arguments should be the signal, molecular_extinction_laserwavelength
 16 %   and molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength. The signal consists of a 1 x
 17 %   m vector and the molecular extinction should be 2 x p matris consisting
 18 %   of a table, where the first row says the extinction and the second at
 19 %   wath height. The number of elements in the table can for example be one
 20 %   for each kilometer.
 21 
 22 % Constants used
 23 global INFO
 24 global HEIGHT
 25 %% Remove background
 26 %load('M:\Doc\Matlab Program\Raman av Erik Thorin\background.mat')
 27 load(INFO.background_path)
 28 %load('M:\Doc\Matlab Program\Test\background.mat')
 29 
 30 for i=1:n
 31 
 32 
 33     %mean(signal(i,6001:p))
 34     
 35 
 36     
 37     
 38     
 39     
 40 end
 41     
 42 %% Kappa-Sigma-reduction of outliers. Normaly 3 std away from
 43 % general mean, gives around 99.7% of all correct data points. Also takes
 44 % the mean of the signal afterwards.
 45 %Memory pre allocation.
 46 
 47 
 48 
 49 
 50 for i=1:length(signal)
 51     outliers = abs(signal(:,i) - signal_mean(i)) >...
 52 
 53 % One by one value outlier removal!
 54 % Mean of the rest.
 55 
 56 end
 57 
 58 
 59 display([num2str(nr_outliers_removed) ...
 60     ' Outlier elastic data points removed (' ...
 61     num2str(round(nr_outliers_removed/(n*p)*100*10)/10,3) ...
 62     '%).'])
 63 
 64 %% -2- Does filtfilt over the averaged signal.
 65 % Sets upper boundry condition to 0
 66 
 67 
 68 % line above 40 times slower than the following lines:
 69 
 70 
 71 
 72 
 73 
 74 
 75 
 76 %% Ansatz to remove outliers, did not work well though.
 77 
 78 
 79 
 80 
 81 % for i=1:length(x)
 82 %     signal(x(i),y(i))
 83 
 84 
 85 % end
 86 % Response given to user:
 87 % sum(sum(outliers)) %' outliers are removed.'
 88 
 89 %% Test to compress the signal as Rolf Person does... a good filter length
 90 % and to use filtfilt gives a slightly better result it seams like.
 91 % for i=1:n
 92 
 93 % end
 94 % hold on
 95 
 96 
 97 
 98 %% -1- Tests the sliding neigbourhood filtering. The function handle function
 99 % % can be changed.
100 
101 
102 % global k
103 
104 
105 % %Visualization
106 
107 
108 
109 %% -3- Tries with no filtering in altitude and to make polynomial fit to
110 % find the slope in the lidar data.
111 
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  1 function [aerosol_extinction] = get_aerosol_extinction(...
  2     filtered_raman_signal, nitrogen_density, ...
  3     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
  4     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength )
  5 % GET_AEROSOL_EXTINCTION from a raman lidar signal.
  6 % 
  7 % GET_AEROSOL_EXTINCTION(...
  8 %     filtered_raman_signal, nitrogen_density, ...
  9 %   molecular_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
 10 %   molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength )
 11 %
 12 %  This function solves the raman lidar equation that is mentioned in the
 13 %   'famous' article: Ansmann et.al (1992). "Independent measurement of
 14 %   extinction ...", applied optics, 1992. The input arguments are as seen
 15 %   above.
 16 %   This program are using SI units.
 17 %   The function returns the aerosol extinction coefficient.
 18 %   You can also visualize the results if you uncomment som code at the end
 19 %   of this function. Observe that the extinction coefficient is posetive in
 20 %   the normal case when the light are supressed.
 21 %
 22 %  The arguments should be the raman_signal,
 23 %   molecular_extinction_laserwavelengths and
 24 %   molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength and nitrogen_density. The signal
 25 %   consists of a 1 x m vector and the molecular extinction and nitrogen
 26 %   density should be 2 x p matris consisting of a table, where the first
 27 %   row says the extinction and the second at wath height. The number of
 28 %   elements in the table can for example be one for each kilometer and
 29 %   none of the tables need to have the same number of elements p.
 30 
 31 %% Constants used
 32 global INFO
 33 global HEIGHT 
 34 % constant between big icey 0, aerosols 1
 35 
 36 
 37 
 38 signal_to_derrive =  log(interp1(nitrogen_density(2,:),...
 39     nitrogen_density(1,:),HEIGHT,'spline'
 40 
 41 %% Bad solution!!, to get extinction to zero where we dont know the value.
 42 % It looks less wrong as zero and makes the plotts look nicer. And the user
 43 % is told about it. As decided on meeting with Erik, Arne, Ove and Rolf 22
 44 % aug 2006.
 45 
 46 
 47 
 48 display(['Aerosol extinction cut to zero up to altitude ' ...
 49     num2str(round(HEIGHT(min_index)+INFO.lidar_altitude)) ' meters.'])
 50 
 51 %% Alternative 3, diffrent degree polynom least square fit to find slope in lidar data.
 52 % Three diffrent degrees of filtering, the higher the harder filtering.
 53 % And also possibility to diffrent polynom degrees 1,2,3 or 10 with least square fit.
 54 
 55 
 56 time_indication = waitbar(0,'Please wait while the aerosol extinction coefficient is retrieved...'
 57 warning off MATLAB:polyfit:RepeatedPointsOrRescale
 58 for i=1:(length(signal_to_derrive)-INFO.derrive_step*3)
 59     if (i > INFO.filter_limit_high/INFO.resolution_raw_meter+INFO.derrive_step)
 60         [polynomial_coefficients] = polyfit(...
 61             HEIGHT(i-INFO.derrive_step*2:i+INFO.derrive_step*3),...
 62 
 63     elseif (i > INFO.filter_limit_high/INFO.resolution_raw_meter-INFO.derrive_step)
 64         [polynomial_coefficients_high] = polyfit(...
 65             HEIGHT(i-INFO.derrive_step*2:i+INFO.derrive_step*3),...
 66 
 67         [polynomial_coefficients_low] = polyfit(...
 68             HEIGHT(i-INFO.derrive_step:i+INFO.derrive_step*2),...
 69 
 70 
 71         polynomial_coefficients = polynomial_coefficients_low  .*(1-slide(1)) + ...
 72 
 73     elseif (i > INFO.filter_limit_low/INFO.resolution_raw_meter+INFO.derrive_step)
 74         [polynomial_coefficients] = polyfit(...
 75             HEIGHT(i-INFO.derrive_step:i+INFO.derrive_step*2),...
 76 
 77     elseif (i > INFO.filter_limit_low/INFO.resolution_raw_meter-INFO.derrive_step)
 78         [polynomial_coefficients_high] = polyfit(...
 79             HEIGHT(i-INFO.derrive_step:i+INFO.derrive_step*2),...
 80 
 81         [polynomial_coefficients_low] = polyfit(...
 82             HEIGHT(i:i+INFO.derrive_step),...
 83 
 84 
 85         polynomial_coefficients = polynomial_coefficients_low  .*(1-slide(2)) + ...
 86 
 87     else
 88         [polynomial_coefficients] = polyfit(...
 89             HEIGHT(i:i+INFO.derrive_step),...
 90 
 91     end
 92     %    if i>1980 && i<5000 display(['derrivate at height ' num2str(HEIGHT(i)) 'm is: ' num2str(polynomial_coefficients(1))]) end
 93 
 94     switch INFO.polynomial_fit_degree
 95         case 1
 96 
 97         case 2
 98             derrived_signal(i) = polynomial_coefficients(1)*2*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^1+ ...
 99 
100         case 3
101             derrived_signal(i) = polynomial_coefficients(1)*3*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^2+ ...
102                 polynomial_coefficients(2)*2*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^1+ ...
103 
104         case 10
105             derrived_signal(i) = polynomial_coefficients(1)*10*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^9+ ...
106                 polynomial_coefficients(2)*9*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^8+ ...
107                 polynomial_coefficients(3)*8*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^7+ ...
108                 polynomial_coefficients(4)*7*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^6+ ...
109                 polynomial_coefficients(5)*6*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^5+ ...
110                 polynomial_coefficients(6)*5*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^4+ ...
111                 polynomial_coefficients(7)*4*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^3+ ...
112                 polynomial_coefficients(8)*3*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^2+ ...
113                 polynomial_coefficients(9)*2*HEIGHT(i+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2))^1+ ...
114 
115     end
116 
117     if ~mod(i,30), waitbar(i/(length(signal_to_derrive)-INFO.derrive_step*3)), end
118 end
119 % catch
120 %   close(time_indication)
121 %   rethrow(lasterror)
122 % end
123 close(time_indication)
124 warning on MATLAB:polyfit:RepeatedPointsOrRescale
125 
126 aerosol_extinction_at_laser_wavelength = (derrived_signal - ...
127     interp1(molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(2,:),molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(1,:),...
128        HEIGHT((1:(length(signal_to_derrive)-INFO.derrive_step*3))+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2)),'spline') - ...
129     interp1(molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(2,:),molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(1,:),...
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130        HEIGHT((1:(length(signal_to_derrive)-INFO.derrive_step*3))+floor(INFO.derrive_step/2)),'spline')...
131 
132 
133 % One more application of the bad solution mentioned above. Extinction = 0
134 % up to a specified height.
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 %% Visualization
142 figure(1)
143 hold on
144 
145 
146 
147 plot(derrived_signal,HEIGHT((1:length(derrived_signal))+aerosol_extinction_lower_index),'r'
148 plot( (interp1(molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(2,:),...
149     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(1,:),HEIGHT(1:p-INFO.derrive_step),'spline')+...
150     interp1(molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(2,:),...
151     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(1,:),HEIGHT(1:p-INFO.derrive_step),'spline'))...
152     , HEIGHT(1:p-INFO.derrive_step), 'g'
153 
154 figure(2)
155 hold on
156 subplot(3,1,1)
157 plot(HEIGHT,filtered_raman_signal,'b')
158 title('The raman signal. Outliers removed, distance corrected and filtered.')
159 grid on
160 
161 hold on
162 subplot(3,1,2)
163 plot(HEIGHT,signal_to_derrive,'b'
164 title('Signal to derrive')
165 grid on
166 
167 hold on
168 subplot(3,1,3)
169 hold on
170 plot(HEIGHT((1:length(derrived_signal))+aerosol_extinction_lower_index),derrived_signal,'b')
171 title('Derrived signal')
172 grid on
173 
174 
175 % Made by Erik.Thorin @ gmail.com if any questions.
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  1 function [aerosol_backscatter_laserwavelength] = get_aerosol_backscatter(...
  2     filtered_elastic_signal, filtered_raman_signal, ...
  3     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength_table, ...
  4     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength_table,...
  5     aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
  6     molecular_backscatter_table, nitrogen_density_table)
  7 % GET_AEROSOL_BACKSCATTER from lidar signals.
  8 % 
  9 % [aerosol_backscatter_laserwavelength] = GET_AEROSOL_BACKSCATTER(...
 10 %   filtered_elastic_signal, filtered_raman_signal, ...
 11 %   molecular_extinction_laserwavelength_table, ...
 12 %   molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength_table,...
 13 %   aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength, ...
 14 %   molecular_backscatter_table, nitrogen_density_table)
 15 %
 16 % This function solves for the aerosol backscatter from elastic lidar
 17 %  equation with use of the pre derrived aerosol extinction, molecular
 18 %  extinction, molecular backscatter, a reference height and the analog
 19 %  elastic signal. As described in the 'famous' article: 
 20 %  Ansmann et.al (1992). "Independent measurement of extinction ...",
 21 %  applied optics. The reference height should be a height with no aerosols
 22 %  present. Which means around 5-8 km of height. The elastic backscatter
 23 %  is calculated at the laser wavelength.
 24 
 25 %% Constants used
 26 global HEIGHT
 27 global INFO
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 %% Makes tables into vectors with the right resolution.
 33 molecular_backscatter = interp1(molecular_backscatter_table(2,:),...
 34     molecular_backscatter_table(1,:),HEIGHT,'spline'
 35 nitrogen_density = interp1(nitrogen_density_table(2,:),...
 36     nitrogen_density_table(1,:),HEIGHT,'spline'
 37 molecular_extinction_laserwavelength = ...
 38     interp1(molecular_extinction_laserwavelength_table(2,:),...
 39     molecular_extinction_laserwavelength_table(1,:),HEIGHT,'spline'
 40 molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength = ...
 41     interp1(molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength_table(2,:),...
 42     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength_table(1,:),HEIGHT,'spline'
 43 aerosol_extinction_ramanwavelength = aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength...
 44 
 45 
 46 %% Here the retrieval of the aerosol backscatter starts
 47 % Divide the long equation into smaller pices and put them toghether later
 48 % on. Equation (4) in the above referred paper. Term 1+2*3 gives the
 49 % aerosol backscatter at the laser wavelength.
 50 
 51 
 52 
 53 term2 = (molecular_backscatter(reference_index)...
 54     .*( (filtered_raman_signal(reference_index) .* ...
 55          filtered_elastic_signal(:) .* nitrogen_density(:) )...
 56         ./(filtered_elastic_signal(reference_index) .* ...
 57 
 58 
 59 
 60 term3(reference_index-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) = abs(real(mean(exp(( - ...
 61     aerosol_extinction_ramanwavelength(reference_index_span-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) - ...
 62     molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(reference_index_span) + ...
 63     aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength(reference_index_span-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) + ...
 64 
 65 
 66 for r=reference_index+1:length(aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength)+aerosol_extinction_lower_index
 67     term3(r-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) = exp(( - ...
 68         aerosol_extinction_ramanwavelength(r-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) - ...
 69         molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(r) + ...
 70         aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength(r-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) + ...
 71         molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(r) )*INFO.resolution_raw_meter) * ...
 72 
 73 end
 74 for r=reference_index-1:-1:aerosol_extinction_lower_index+1
 75     term3(r-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) = exp(( + ...
 76         aerosol_extinction_ramanwavelength(r-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) + ...
 77         molecular_extinction_ramanwavelength(r) - ...
 78         aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength(r-aerosol_extinction_lower_index) - ...
 79         molecular_extinction_laserwavelength(r) )*INFO.resolution_raw_meter) * ...
 80 
 81 end
 82 
 83 aerosol_backscatter_laserwavelength = ...
 84     term1((1:length(aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength))+aerosol_extinction_lower_index) + ...
 85     term2((1:length(aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength))+aerosol_extinction_lower_index) .* ...
 86 
 87 
 88 %% Visualization
 89 figure(4)
 90 subplot(3,1,1)
 91 hold on
 92 grid on
 93 plot(HEIGHT, filtered_elastic_signal, HEIGHT, filtered_raman_signal, 'r')
 94 title('Filtered elastic and raman signals')
 95 
 96 subplot(3,1,2)
 97 hold on
 98 grid on
 99 plot(HEIGHT((1:length(aerosol_backscatter_laserwavelength))+aerosol_extinction_lower_index), ...
100     real(term2((1:length(aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength))+aerosol_extinction_lower_index) .* ...
101     term3( 1:length(aerosol_extinction_laserwavelength))))
102 title('Term2 .* Term3')
103 
104 subplot(3,1,3)
105 hold on
106 grid on
107 plot(HEIGHT((1:length(aerosol_backscatter_laserwavelength))+...
108     aerosol_extinction_lower_index), aerosol_backscatter_laserwavelength)
109 title('Aerosol backscatter')
110 
111 % Made by Erik.Thorin @ gmail.com if any questions.
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 1 function save_to_NetCDF_file(aerosol_extinction,aerosol_backscatter)
 2 % SAVE_TO_NETCDF_FILE store computed aerosol data.
 3 %  This script saves the data to a NetCDF file with the EARLINET format in
 4 %  the specified path. File preapared for sending to EARLINET.
 5 %  
 6 % This funciton uses the NetCDF toolbox and the MexNC toolbox which needs
 7 %  to be installed for use. And needs to be in the matlab search path so
 8 %  that this function can use it.
 9 %
10 
11 % Constants setting 
12 global HEIGHT
13 global INFO
14 if INFO.interaction_mode
15     [INFO.out_filename, INFO.out_path] = uiputfile(char([...
16         INFO.default_data_output_path, INFO.default_lidar_station, ...
17         INFO.start_date(3:8), INFO.start_time(1:4),'.e', ...
18         int2str(INFO.wavelength_laser/1e-9)]), 'Save as'
19 
20 else
21     INFO.out_file = char([...
22         INFO.default_data_output_path, INFO.default_lidar_station, ...
23         INFO.start_date(3:8), INFO.start_time(1:4),'.e', ...
24 
25 end 
26 
27 nc = netcdf(INFO.out_file, 'clobber'
28 
29 %% Check for errors
30 if isempty(nc), 
31    error(['## The file ',INFO.out_file,' already exists.']), 
32    return
33 end
34 
35 if (length(aerosol_extinction)~=length(aerosol_backscatter))
36     error(['The datasets do not have the same length. The height, ',...
37         'aerosol_extinction and aerosol_backscatter have to be the ',...
38         'same length. Usualy the height are longer, since the ',...
39         'others are numericaly derrived. Error from function ',...
40         'save_to_NetCDF_file.'])
41 end
42 
43 %% Write to NetCDF File
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 %% Variables and attributes:
64 nc('Altitude') = length(...                    %Define dimensions OBS!_(_{_
65 
66 nc{'Altitude'} = 'Altitude' %Define variables
67 nc{'Altitude' %Define attributes
68 nc{'Altitude'
69 nc{'Altitude'}(:) = INFO.lidar_altitude + ...     %Save the data.
70 
71 
72 nc('Extinction' %Define dimensions
73 nc{'Extinction'} = 'Extinction' %Define variables
74 nc{'Extinction' %Define attributes
75 nc{'Extinction' %Save the data
76 
77 nc('Backscatter' %Define dimensions
78 nc{'Backscatter'} = 'Backscatter' %Define variables
79 nc{'Backscatter' %Define attributes
80 nc{'Backscatter' %Save the data
81 
82 endef(nc)
83 close(nc)
84 
85 % Made by Erik.Thorin @ gmail.com if any questions.
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  1 global INFO
  2 global HEIGHT
  3 
  4 %% Time resolved graph
  5 [theFile, thePath] = uigetfile('*', 'Timeresolved graph! Of the measurement...'
  6 filer=dir([thePath, theFile(1:6),['*'
  7 
  8 
  9 
 10 for i=1:length(sorted_filename)-3
 11     [extinction(i,:) backscatter(i,:)] = raman([thePath char(sorted_filename(i))],...
 12 
 13     display([num2str(i) ' runs made out of ' num2str((length(sorted_filename')-3)) ...
 14         '. Cross your fingers and relax, the computer makes the work for today!'])
 15 end
 16 
 17 % Visualization
 18 figure(5)
 19 for i=2:length(sorted_filename)-2
 20     timescale(i-1)=datenum(str2num(['20' theFile(2:3)]),str2num(['0' ...
 21         theFile(4)]),str2num(theFile(5:6)),str2num(theFile(7:8))...
 22         +floor((str2num(theFile(10:11))+i)/60),...
 23 
 24 end
 25 
 26 pcolor(timescale,INFO.lidar_altitude+HEIGHT(1:4500),real(backscatter(:,1:4500))')
 27 colorbar
 28 datetick
 29 shading('interp')
 30 title(['Backscatter due to Aerosols, 3 min averages on 20' theFile(2:3)...
 31     '-0' theFile(4) '-' theFile(5:6) '.'])
 32 xlabel('Time (HH:MM)'
 33 ylabel('Altitude [m]'
 34 
 35 figure(6)
 36 pcolor(timescale,INFO.lidar_altitude+HEIGHT(1:4000),real(extinction(:,1:4000))')
 37 colorbar
 38 datetick
 39 shading('interp')
 40 title(['Extinction due to Aerosols, 3 min averages on 20' theFile(2:3)...
 41     '-0' theFile(4) '-' theFile(5:6) '.'])
 42 xlabel('Time (HH:MM)'
 43 ylabel('Altitude [m]'
 44 
 45 colormapeditor
 46 
 47 % Made by Erik.Thorin @ gmail.com if any questions.
 48 
 49 %% Test for the reference height
 50 % for i = 3000:1000:13000
 51 
 52 
 53 
 54 
 55 
 56 % end
 57 
 58 %% Test for filter limit
 59 % for i=1000:500:5000
 60 
 61 
 62 % end
 63 
 64 %% Call for fast run without interaction
 65 
 66 
 67 
 68 
 69 
 70 % save data extinction backscatter
 71 % 
 72 % figure(5)
 73 
 74 % global HEIGHT
 75 % pcolor(timescale,INFO.lidar_altitude+HEIGHT(1:4500),real(backscatter(:,1:4500))')
 76 % datetick
 77 % colorbar
 78 % shading('interp')
 79 % title('Backscatter, 10 min averages on 2006-05-09.')
 80 
 81 
 82 % 
 83 % figure(6)
 84 % pcolor(timescale,HEIGHT(1:1700),real(extinction(:,1:1700))')
 85 % colorbar
 86 % datetick
 87 % shading('interp')
 88 % title('Extinction, 10 min averages on 2006-05-09.')
 89 
 90 
 91 
 92 %% Test of different polynomial fit degree
 93 % Uncomment this the INFO row in raman.m file when using this.
 94 
 95 
 96 
 97 
 98 
 99 
100 
101 
102 
103 %% Show the raw data frame by frame. With a time interval.
104 
105 % for i=1:length(raman_signal(:,1))
106 %   figure(1),plot(raman_signal(i,:)), axis([0 1 -20 20])
107 %   axis 'auto x',title(i),pause(0.1)
108 % end
109 % 
110 %% Show how the daytime light become less and less.
111 
112 % plot(min(raman_signal'))
113 
114 %% When executing the reference data from EARLINET you might want to use the
115 % correct aerosol extinction. This can be done by the following code. 
116 % Then choose to run raman.m from aerosol_backscatter = ... and forward.
117 % Derrivate should be over 40 and filter over 20 for this to work.
118 %
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
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 1 % This scripts saves a background file from chosen values in the current
 2 % directory named background_YYYYMMDD.mat where the date is from the
 3 % choosen input data.
 4 
 5 global INFO
 6 
 7 % Hz
 8 % m/s
 9 % 1 = yes, 0 = no.
10 INFO.default_data_input_path   = 'M:\Data_Lin\2006-05-09\folie\molnfritt\t0*.*'
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 arguments = ['background_'
18 
19 save(file,'raman_background','elastic_background'
 




